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Review of the Month 
Our Birthday 

W ITH this number of theC ommunist Review we pass into our 
second year. \Vhen our first issue appeared, last May, 
we promised our readers to produce a month! y journal that 

wou\d devote its pag<":'> to a candid examination and a fearless 
defence of the most important pronouncements issued by the inter
national working cla::.s movement. No sooner had the Reviezv 
made its appearance than an unsuccessful attempt was made by 
the Government to suppress it. For a Communist publication, 
carrying on its work in a capitalist State, suppression is the highest 
fonn of flattery. We refused to permit the hostile activities of the 
Government, which were directed against the Rn·icw, to intimidate 
~s. At a time when the Party was fighting in the courts to defend 
1ts right to publish the documents of the Communist International, 
the Review printed the mo~t important theses issued hy the third 
Congress at Moscow. At a time when worshippers of democracy, 
hke Me5srs. Snowden and ::\IacDonald, were br~vcly protesting, 
m conjunction with the Morning Post, a~ainst th~· proletarian dicta
tor~hip of Soviet Russia, they cowardly and silently stood aside 
whtle their Jarty printing works, the National Labour Press, 
WOrking han in hand with the Government, attempted to sabotage 
~h the Communist and the Review by refusing to print these 
l_ournals, whic~ had_, up till then, been prin~cd at their establishment. 
These difficulties dtd not prevent the Revzew from gomg forward. 
Month after month, during the past year, our circulation swept 
forward until the Review became the most widely read monthly 
organ of working class political thought in this country . 

. We take this opportunity to thank the many comrades and 
fnends who have assisted the Review. Some of them gave money 
and helped to enable us to produce some very important numbers; 
~.call of the struggle against the Russian famine; the cruel 
Ytctlmisation of our active members, who are always the first to 
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suffer during periods of unemploymM1t and industrial strife, has 
prevented us from getting much financial assistance recently. 
Despite this serious drawback we intend to carry on. We want 
particularly to thank those who so splendidly worked for the 
1\r.rit•w by st>nding in articles and by offering to do translations. 
Last year we had to depend upon one or two comrades to do 
translations; this year we have over twenty highly qualified linguists 
working for the Re<-·ie:v. In even· town in the country there are 
groups of comrades who have willingly undertaken the hard and 
cl!fftctllt task of pushing forwarrl the circulation. Many of these 
ardent workers are neither speakers nor writers for the movement, 
hut inasmuch as thev assist in circulating the written word their 
wnrk is of insup<'rable importance and of undying value. The 
(r>JJI11lllllirt Rc<•u•;" has only attained its present importance and 
influence because it has behind it the ungrurlging and loyal devotion 
( · i a band of the most <'nt husia ,; t ic a nrl \'oluntan• workers that ever 
came together to help a journal of the Labour movement. 

The United Front 

W 1 IE J\ the t hrl't' lnkrnat ionafs met at Berlin last month to 
dt->ntss the Jwcd for a l )llltcd Front of the working class 
<t~ainst the attack of Glpitalism, it was an important 

occasion iur tlw who~lc Ld,our llh>\'clltl'llt . It demonstrated to the 
wllolc world that tlw Cutlllllllnist lnkrnatiunal is no sectarian band 
of mfantilc tlwnrcttnans. The St'r<•nd International had proclaimed 
to the world-wtdc masses that the C<' Tlllllllnists had broken the front 
<>f Labour, and were suwing- dis~cn;um among the Socialist parties 
;md were unly noisy disruptionists . The reply of tlte Communist 
International to this was to test the sincrrity of the Second Intcr
r.;lti<mal by ckmanding that an inunediatc and united struggle by 
all sections on bclJ alf of the proktariat should be organised. As 
(-.nr report of the Berlin Conference shmvs, the Second International 
d id not desire unity as a preliminary to organising an offensive 
<,n b"half of the masses; it wanted to turn the Conference into a 
<L scu ssion upon things that did not immediately concern the 
workers who arc now retreating be-fore the successful onslaughts of 
capital. The studied insolence of Vandervelde and the eloquent 
n:alice of l\IacDonald were the attempts of the Second International 
to wreck the Conference and to intcnsi fy disunity. The stinging, 
cpi!!rammatic reply of Radek to Vandervelde and MacDonald is 
;:Jfl object lesson to many of us, insof<lr as it demonstrated hov.· 
Communists can slash the reformers while forcing them to line up 
in the struggle of the masses. 

Radek's reply was a vindication of the attitude taken up by 
th ·'? C ommmtist Review. Some critics of the United Front and of 
Lah0ur Partv affiliation ask if it is consistent for the C ommunisl 
Rc<.•ir<t• to advocate unity of action while attacking Henderson, 
2\IacDonald, etc. What seems to confuse such critics is the simple 
fact that unity in action to help in the immediate struggles of the 
masses against Capitalism is not the same thing as a unity o/ 
orgmzisalions wherein all are dissolved into one group. There is 
nothing inconsistent in that splendid industrialist organ, The 
Worker, using its far-reaching influence to rally the engineers in 
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order to bring victory to the A.E.U., while at the same time 
exposing the chicaneries of leaders like Brownlie and showing the 
limitations of the A.E.U. Its right to criticise Brownlie and the 
A.E.U. is abundantly increased for the simple reason that it is 
6.ghting alongside the A. E. U. in its struggle against the bosses. 
Not only is the right of criticism greater, but, what is more impor
tant, the effect of the criticism upon the engineering masses is a 
thousand times greater. Were the National Union of Railwaymen 
plunged into a big struggle to-morrow and if J. H. Thomas, by 
any chance, played the man, we would enthusiastically assist him, 
not for his sake, but because of the workers he represents. We are 
with the masses in all their struggles, political and industrial. We 
have time after time given proof of the fact that every fight of the 
workers is our 6.ght. But there are some doctrinaires who are afraid 
to help the workers in their struggles because they are afraid to 
add to the power of false leaders. By assisting in such struggles 
these leaders are given an opportunity to reveal their treachery, and 
this enables us to denounce them, not from the coward's castle of 
sectarian aloofness, but from the fighting ranks of the indignant 
masses. The formula babbling revolutionary who cannot assist in 
the mass struggle because of the present leaders is like the bumpkin 
who declared he couldn't see London because of the buildings I 

The Harmony Omnibus 

I T is the insist~nt demand of the Communist Party that, while 
joining in every political and industrial struggle of the masses, 
it must retain its independence as a Party. It is this demand 

that gives us the right to criticise and denounce traitors during 
any struggle. And it is this very demand that makes the reformists 
and moderates afraid of us even when we offer our assistance during 
any conflict. It is important to grasp this because the sentimen
talists of the Vienna International look upon the United Front as 
a sort of glorified omnibus wher~n the three Internationals may sit 
in blessed harmony and revel in each other's company while all 
are journeying to some picnic . The United Front is not the sweet 
and blissful harmony of a Sunday school. This would seem to 
be the opinion of gentle souls like Mr. Wallhead and Mons. Lonquet. 
The United Front is unity of action in the struggle of the masses 
against the embittered attacks of the capitalist class. It would have 
been no breach of the United Front against capitalism had the 
British leaders of the Vienna International inside of the I.L.P. 
attacked Mr. J. Ramsay MacDonald for his persistent advocacy 
of indemnities, or denounced Mr. P. Snowden for his reactionary 
enthusiasm for increased production. Mr. Wallhead knows that 
it was the Second International, of which his colleague MacDonald 
is the secretary, that refused to allow the Versailles Treaty and the 
question of indemnities from occupying a prominent place as one 
of the most urgent problems to be attacked by an international 
United Front struggle. Knowing this, his duty to the Vienna Inter
national, of which he is an executive member, and his duty as 
chairman of the I.L.P., which is supposed to stand pledged to 
oppose the indemnities as embodied in the Versailles Treaty, was 
to have denounced Mr. MacDonald's indemnity policy. Consider-
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ing that the I.L.P. Conference wa! discussing problems of policy, 
and considering that the indemnity policy was such a burning 
question a few weeks ago at Berlin, when the three Internationals 
met, it was an obligation enforced upon Mr. \Vallbead to have con
fronted Mr. MacDonald regarding his attitude towards the German 
indemnity. No doubt l\lr. Wallhead will plead that unity was 
~cache~ at the Berlin .Conference. Berlin only decided upon unit_-v 
zn act~on_ ag_amst capztaltsm; it did not build up a wall to protect 
Impenahst mdemmt y mongers hkc .Mr. l\lacDonald nor increased 
production reactionaries I ike .\1 r. Snowden. 

Let us repeat the United Front is not an omnibus for har
monious sentimentalists. Radck made that clear in his speeches at 
the Berlin Conference, and so did the delegates of the Communist 
International in the declaration which they published at the moment 
when they signed the statement of the three Internationals. 

Finding Them Out 

A LREADY, from the standpoint of the Communist Inter
national, the wisdom of testing the Second International 
upon the policy of the United Front is revealing to the 

masses the reactionary character of the latter group. The 
Second International has refused, because it is afraid, to 
take its stand side by side with the Communist Party in 
the proletarian struggles in Germany. In order to carry out the 
policy agreed upon at Berlin, by the three Internationals, the United 
Front in Germany should be made up by the joint action of the 
Communists, Independents, and Majority Socialists. The Majority 
Socialists, of the Second Internationals, by refusing to fight along
side of the Communists, have compelled the Independents to take 
their place by the side of the Communists. This means that in 
Germany the Right is discredited, and that the Centre swerves to 
the Left. 

As the class struggie develops it will be found that the Second 
International will openly identify itself with capitalist imperialism 
while the Centrist tC'ndencies will be pressed ever towards the Com
munist International. The strategic value of the United Front 
tactics is that it will accelerate the development of these factors. 

Genoa 

R USSIA, with her practical realism, is the most inspiring and 
yet, withal, the most disconcerting element at the Genoa 
Conference. \Vhile these notes are being written the Russian 

delegation has shown the way to solve the international problems at 
present confronting the various national States. Take Lloyd George's 
opening speech, which has been heralded as a most remarkable state
ment. What practical proposal did he make? None at all. It was and 
remains a superb piece of rhetorical eloquence, but it got nowhere 
and did not face international realities. The whole facade began 
to crack when the matter of fact Chicherin proposed universal dis
armament. This simple touch of proletarian realism threatened to 
wreck the precious assembly of eloquent blatherskites, all of whom 
have been asking the heavens to observe their peaceful and brotherly 
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intentions. In the midst of the rhetorical ra.ntings of the imperial
ists. regarding the need for international peace Soviet Russia inter
jected to say: " Very well, then, let us all dis.arm " I That one 
pointed fact punctured all the eloquent phantas.ies. s.o gracefully 
blown by balloon specialists like Mr. Lloyd George. Small wonder 
the Conference was staggered, small wonder that F ranee wanted tt 
ended there and then, small wonder that the journalists of the 
various nations stampeded from the gallery-for here was a dclegil
tion of so-called diplomats who were innocent enough to imagmc 
that when imperialist state~men talked about peace that peace was 
actually meant! They had hoped for better thmgs from Chicherin. 
They were of the opinion that he was going to be a real diplomat 
and play the game. Instead of acting like a diplomat he clumsily 
butts in and says if we must have peace then let us all disband 
our armies. In very truth these Bolsheviks can nP\·er learn, because 
they cannot appreciate the fine art of high politics and the intel
lectual game of international diplomacy. Any child knows that 
without armies and fleets nations cannot fight or go to war, but 
imperialist statesmen never solve prohlems in that simple manner. 
True to the breed of Horatio Bottomley and Winston Churchill, 
it is a much finer thing to talk of peace whPn every nation is armed 
to the teeth ! 

May-Day is Labour Day 
By T. 0. WIGINTON 

The May-Day of To-day 

T HE May-Day of old has practically passed aw11y. In a 
few country districts, survivals of it are occasionally found, 
but it usually only takes the form of decorating a few 

vehicles and horses with streamers and flowers, and occa
sionally a few youngsters are to be seen carrying a small maypole 
strung with flowers around to the houses, a few songs being sung, 
in return for which a collecting-box receives a few coppers which arc 
spent by the kiddies. Times have changed considerably since the 
keeping of Old May-Day; new industrial conditions have developed, 
these giving birth to a May-Day movement which both in signific
ance and idealism far surpasses that which has gone before. 

Old May-Day was a celebration of the revival of the plant 
life in spring, of the freeing of the earth from the icebound days 
of winter, of the return of the sunshine, of singing birds and of 
radiant flowers; it was a time for rejoicing. The new May-Day, 
which is frequently known as Labour Day, is also a day for re
joicing, but it is primarily significant of a very serious and sacred 
purpose. It is kept by the workers of nearly all countries in order 
to demonstrate their unity, express their ideals, to spread th(" 
gospel that the power of Labour and freedom shall prevail, and 
that privilege, vested interests, and oppression shall be swept away; 
it heralds the approach of the world for the workers, the brotherhood 
of man, the federation of the world. 
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Labour May-Day has its ongm deep down in the sufferings 
of the working class. For many years Labour's future could not 
be visualised, but in 1847 Marx and Engels in their Communist 
Manifesto showed the workers of Europe to what their conditions 
were due, told them the name of the ruler to whom, in every coun
try alike, they were enslaved; this ruler was Capitalism. 

The fundamental proposition of the manifesto was: That 
in every h1storical epoch, the prevailing mode of economic produc
tion and exchange, and the social organisation necessarily follow
Ing from it, form the basis upon which is built up, and from 
which alone can be explained tlle political and intellectual history 
of that period; that consec:uently the whole history of mankind 
(since the dissolutiOn of tribal soc1cty, holding land in common 
ownership) has been a history of class struggles, contests between 
exploiting and exploited, ruling and oppressed classes; that the 
history of tilese class stn:gglcs forms a series of evolution in which, 
now-a-days, a stage has been reached where the exploiting and 
the oppres~ccl class-the proletariat-cannot obtain its emancipa· 
tion from the sway of the exploiting and ruling class--the bour
geoisie-without at the same time, and once and for all, emancipat
mg society at large from all exploitation, oppression, class dis
tinctions and class struggles. 

In addition to this proposition the sequence of thoughts running 
through the rnamfesto, and which more or less are part of the 
proposition itself, may be briefly summarised as follows: free com
petition-a life principle of capitalism-forces the individual 
capitalist concern to strive for a lower cost of production. Thi,.; 
purpose is attained mainly by improving the means of production 
and enlarging them to any scale called for by new scientific dis
CO\'erics and the development of technique. The mass of products 
is thus comtantly increased . But capitalist production is carried 
on primarily for profit. The profit can only be realised by the 
sale of the products. But inasmuch as the -.vorkers who form the 
great and C\ergrowing mass of the population, receive in form 
of wages only part of the product's valtw, the contradiction between 
the irresist ibly growing mass of commodities and the conditions for 
realising the proftt hy their sale becomes e\er greater. On the one 
hand the system tends to frustrate its own primary purpose, it 
forces unemployment anrl privation on the workers, who are thus 
forced to end the system. 

The manifesto was published as the platform of the Communist 
League, and appeart>d in January, 1848. In the following month, 
February, the Paris insurrection took place, and the masses suffered 
defeat. For years afterwards wherever independent working-class 
movements showed signs of life these were ruthlessly hunted down. 
The Communist League, a working-men's association, first exclu
sively German, later on International, had its Central Board in 
Colo.gne. The members of the Board were hunted out by the Prus
sian police. Thcv were arrested, and, after 18 months' imprison
ment, were tried in October, d~52. This celebrated Communist 
trial Ia ted from October 4th till November 12th; seven of the 
prisoners were sentenced to terms of imprisonment varying from 
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three to six years. Immediately after the sentence the League was 
formally dissolved by the remaining members. As to the mani
festo, it seemed thenceforth doomed to oblivion. 

The International Working-Men's Association 
However, when the European working class had recovered 

sufficient strength for another attack upon the ruling class, the 
International Working-~1en's Association sprang up. The object 
of this Association was to weld into one body the working class 
of Europe and America, hence it could not at once proclaim the 
principle laid down in the manifesto. It was bound to have a 
programme acceptable to the workers in the different countries. 
The programme was drawn up by Marx to the satisfaction of all 
parties concerned . The Associatwn, however, took part in many 
struggles. In 1871 the forces of French capitalism drowned in 
blood the Communards of Paris. Nevertheless, the work con
tinued, and on the breaking up of the \Vorkmg-1\len's Association 
in 1874, the principles of the manifesto had made considerable 
headway among the workingmen of all countries. 

In 1889 another International was founded; it was known 
as the Second International. In I 9 I 4 it included twenty-seven 
countries, with a membership of twelve millions. These were com
posed of the Socialist and Labour Parties, each of which pursued 
their particular activities in the various countries along their own 
lines and with virtual independence. It was this body at its con
ference in Paris in 1889 which decided that every May-Day should 
be an international Labour day on which the workers should demon
strate their solidarity. 

May-Day and Strikes 
The Americans for the first time in 1884 decided that from 

the first of May, 1886, the working day should be eight hours, and 
that all working-class organisations of their country should prepare 
to adopt the same. Further, it was also agreed that all those indus
tries in which the eight-hour day was not granted a stoppage of 
work should take place on this day. Many of the employer:s agreed 
to the demand before the date fixed . In spite of this, however, 
there were 5,000 strikes, but the needless provocation of the polic~ 
rapidly transformed peaceful demonstrations into bloody riots . 
The government repressed, with brutality, this attempt of the 
working class to improve its lot. In December, 1888, a fresh 
agitation was decided upon with the same object: -an eight hour 
day. The demonstration was fixed for May 1st, I8go. 

In France, at the third congress of the National Federation 
of Syndicats and Corporative groups, held October 28th-November 
4th, I 888, it was decided :-

I. That on Sunday, February 10th, 1889, all the syndicates 
and workers' groups of France should send to the Prefecture or 
the Under-Prefecture, or to the Mayor of every commune, a delega
tion charged to claim the following reforms:-

1. An eight-hour day with a minimum wage. 
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2. That Sunday, February :14th, should be a day of demon
strations. 

The success obtained was considerable. They then conceived 
the idea of an international demonstration, and at the Paris Con
gress the following motion was passed :-

" The workers of the different countries will find it necessary 
to carry out this demonstration in accordance with the special con 
ditions which prevail in each country. Seeing that a similar man i
f estation has already been decided for l\lay 1st, 1890, by the 
American Labour Federation, in its congress of December, !88<3, 
held at St. Louis, this date is adopted for the International 
Demonstration.'' 

The Governments were distracted. Throughout France extra
ordinary precautions were taken. In most countries large bodies 
of workmen assembled. Grave incidents took place. At Fourmies, 
the army fired upon a disarmed crowd of women and children. 
Several people were killed. The indignation of the people was so 
great that the 145th line regiment which was responsible for the 
massacre, and was garrisoned at Mauberge, had to be removed in 
the middle of the night. 

Ever since this date May 1st has been observed as Labour Day. 
In Igo6 the capitalist class were seized with panic at its approach. 
The workers' unions ~n France had decided that from May xst, 
1go6, on workman must work more than eight hours. An intense 
agitation preceded this demonstration . More miners than ever had 
decreed the general strike, and the government, true to its general 
custom, plotted to arrest the leaders. The governments of all coun
tries were frightened. They feared a revolution. l\fay Day, 
however, passed without their fears being fulfilled. 

May-Day and the War 
From 1891 to 1914, May-Day was celebrated and was used a~ a 

means to protest against war. These protests were initiated in the 
International Congresses. Much discussion took place in these 
congresses on how to prevent war. Keir Hardie was especially active 
as a spokesman of a full anti-war section. In conjunction with the 
French Socialist, Vaillant, he advocated at the Copenhagen Con
gress the proposal of a general strike against war. This, however, 
was defeated. And it was finally left for each country to do it<> 
best in its own way to prevent war, and if unable to prevent it, 
to do all it could to bring it to a speedy close, to rouse the masses 
of the people from their slumbers, and to hasten the fall of capitalist 
domination. 

Loyal to this mandate, Karl Liebknecht, on May-Day, 1916, 
gathered together 10,000 men and women in Berlin to protest against 
the war which had commenced in 1914. He was arrested and thrown 
into prison. On May-Day, 1917, he was still in prison, and sent 
his thoughts for the day to his son, in the one word " Fidweit " 
(Stick it). 

May·Day and Russia 
By May of 1917 a revolution had taken place in Russia. Trotsky 

has written of that May : " All the force1 of the Government and 
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the middle class were drawn into one aim: that of making the 
Bolsheviks impossible as a political party." 

Before May, 1918, however, the Bolsheviks were m power, 
and their glorious Soviet policy had begun. 

In May, 1919, the Bolsheviks were fighting for their lives, 
and were reported to be reduced to the defensive on all fronts. 
However, in 1920 they had routed the counter-revolutionaries and 
consolidated their power. Thus in one country of the world a 
Communist party believing in the principles of the C ommunisl 
Manifesto has won to power, thereby giving to every other country 
a tremendous incentive to demonstrate on the Ist of May, with 
increasing vigour, for the overthrow of capitalism. Thus modern 
May-Day stands altogether for a different set of principles to 
the old May-Day. It is no longer kept to revive a ritualistic cere
mony in which custom played a great part. It is celebrated in 
order to remind the workers of the terrible iniquities that they 
have been called upon to endure for many years, and the great 
problem which domin:ttes all others, is the reorganisation of a 
new society. The mass of workers lead a poor and miserable 
existence. They demonstrate on the I st of May that they intend 
to leave the old beaten track that humanity has trod for so many 
years. They signify that they aspire to a life of consideration, 
a life of plenty and of beauty. And they demand with a greater 
force than they realise that life shall be fuller, more beautiful and 
more joyous for all. They know that the wisdom of man has 
invented machinery which is capable of being developed to an 
enormous extent. But they know that the machine can only accom
plish its work of redemption in a social system which is favourable 
to it, and not in a society which paralyses it. They feel that it is 
onlv when the national and international work of the world will 
be effectively directed by the workers themselves can they hope for 
the elimination of the parasites, of the useless, and the:v will be 
able to utilise the productive forces to the henefi.t of all. They 
fed it is only by the same means that they will he able to hope for 
an equitable division of the riches which they create. This, then, 
is the meaning of the 1st of May. The workers proclaim on this 
cay their reprobation of social inequality and their desire to put 
an end to it. So long as the capttalist system lasts the 1st of 
~fay will be used by the exploited clasi ast a day for ever-increasing 
formidable protestations. 

Thus May Day is Labour Day. 

It is the duty of every 
see that a Communist 
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Revolt of the French Fleet 
in the Black Sea 

By MAURICB PAZ 
(Tranelated by 1- Madclicae Wertheim) 

fllnt·u·illz u·e present for the first time in English, the fu!l story of o•te of 
Ike most lhrillitzg episodes in the lzistory of th.e wlcrntziirmnl w ork i11g claS'S 
movnnrnl. The S crviel Republic is the first State in Ins lory tlwt has been 
Kuardc•d by 1/zc lu·roh duds of the u:orld-wide masses gui·fed by tlte insfiution 
of prol<'larian solularity. Tlte two leaden of tlu rt•t•olt among lite sailor.< of 
the French fleet, Marly and /Jadwa, are at frt'S<'Itl in prison. Tk''.V symholiu 
both lit~ spirit of the revolt and Ike pcrseculions liial foil o:.•,•d . The Frcndt 
Communi.1t Party haJ rousrd the Fren.ch mas>t~s to inrlignantly pr11/Pst against 
llu• imj'risonmrnl of the heroes of the Black Sea muJiny by p:tt!ing farward 
Marty and Hndina as ,·andrdatrs at the municifal elutions in Parrs . Tk~ two 
?nutmurs headed the poll, but were disqualifird. The electi 011s zt•ere kdd 
again, btl/ the Parisian U'or/.:as f£# the suond limP returned JiJrly and BaditUJ 
at the h•·ad of the poll I Here we observe a splPnthd lesson Oil the n~ed for 
tmity bctwnn the industrial proletariat and those employed by Capital ttJ 

mainlai11 the armed power of "dt·motralic" St<~l<'s. The stMy of the Bla<'k 
Sea m~tin~·: tJu revolt of the British soldiers at Folkoione; the r<t pid ristl of 
the Councils of Ac:ion; the refusal of the L o11dvn dockers to load the "folll' 
L.'og~r," a munition ship tlwt u•as being used a(ainst 1\ussia-ali tk<'se Jcmon
:rtrale working class solidarity. And upo11 solidarity, among ail u ctzons tht' 
world over, rests tka safety ll:1'ld fi-l triumph of re;:oluJ1onary Labour.
Ed., COMMUNIST REVIEW.] 

The Allies Confronted by the Russian Revolution 

N OT without c-ausing some consternation did the rumblings 
of the Russian Revolution break on the ears of Western 
Europe. 

But the Allies !'oon made up their minds as to the attitude 
they should adopt. The fall of the Romanoff's did not signify that 
Russia had abandoned the Entente, and soon, the wish being 
father to the thought, the cabinets at London and Paris, with 
K('rensky's aid, came to believe that the Russian Revolution had 
been made against a separate peace desired by the Romanoffs, 
and for the prosecution of the war to a victorious conclusion. 

It was for thus daring to misconstrue the will to peace of all 
Ru~!'ia, it was for having let loost", at the orders of London and 
Paris, the bloody offensive of 18th June, 1917, that Kerensky 
was overthrown by the Bolshevtks. The latter, who were in the 
closest contact with the masses, knew well their aspirations: their 
first care, from the moment they came into power, was to initiate 
peace negotiations. Russia, who was dnven to this pass actually 
by her exhaustion, saw herself, despite her past sacrifices, a ban 
cloned Ly her former alliec;, and delivered to the tender mercies of 
the German military caste. 

From thi3 peace of Brcst-Litovsk dates the hatred of the 
Entente for the Russian Revolution: all relations were broken ofl 
with that criminal government which had concluded peace accord
ing to the unanimous desire of the Russian pe<ple, without having 
any regard tc. the injunct1ons of the Welitern Stock Exchange. 
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·From that time Bolshevism became an enemy to be laid low 
at all costs: the struggle against it began in earnest. A noiseless 
struggle at firs~ earned on by diplomats who unworthily abused 
their unmunity; by military misswns which became hives of con
spiracy : rebellion and sabotage, treason and crime were prepared 
and patd for in the offices of the Entente. 

Soon followed acts of open hostility. The Allies occupied the 
territories of Northern and Eastern Russia, at Archangel, at 
Murmansk, and in Eastern Stbena; they did not declare war, it is 
true, and they cloaked thetr invasion under hypocritical pretexts 
(economic relief, defence of Russia agamst Germany, etc., etc.), 
but their one thoupht was to overthrow the Soviet Government and 
proceed wtth the ' public pillage of Russia." 

The check that these first tentative excursions received did 
not deter the Allies: after the Armistice a great offensive against 
the Soviet Republic appeared to be indispensable. In fact, the 
various governments felt that' the discontent of their peoples was 
growing ; they greatly dreaded the general reaction to the war ; 
everywhere proletarian consciousness was awakening under the 
impulse of events in Russia and Germany; everywhere the revolu
tionary tide was nsing; they must strike the Revolution at its 
head, they must overthrow Bolshevtsrn. 

The Allies counted on achieving this result by strangling the 
Russian people with a pitiless blockade, and above all by estab
lishing a counter-revolutiOnary base in Southern Russia. In order 
to carry out the latter plan it was necessary to have at their dis
posal a powerful fleet, and to create in that fleet a state of mind 
favourable to Russian intervention. 

The Chief of Staff of the French Navy, Vice-Admiral de Bon, 
an avowed reactionary, made every effort to realise these two con
ditions; he based his plan of campaign on the assumption that he 
would have at his disposal in time of peace a Navy, the effective 
strength of which would be considerably htgher than in 1914; at 
the same time, a serious anti-bolshevik propaganda was undertaken 
among the crews. This propaganda had very little chance of 
falling on favourable ground. 

The fleet had suffered very much during the whole period of 
the war; heavy duties, often useless had been imposed on them, 
while insufficient nounshment and that freguently execrable, was 
given to the crews. Add to the fatigue and hunger the discontent 
caused by the miserable supfly of clothes, infrequency of leave, 
bad organisation of the pasta service, and some idea can be formed 
of the state of mind of the French crews which were to be engaged 
in a criminal war against the Russian Revolution. 

This miserable situation and this state of mind, this lassitude 
and thts anger had been observed and pointed out in a r(!J)ort in 
.March, 1919, by M. de Kerquezec, who drafted the Naval Budget, 
and who was then entrusted with a tour of enquiry in the East by 
the Budget Commission. 

None the less, the Government was to :persevere in its insensate 
policy towards the Russian nation; but thts policy soon raised up 
against it the soldiers ll;nd sailors who were dtsgusted at the odious 
role that they were destred to play. · 
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The Battle of Kherson 
Certam French regiments had, therefore, been detailed to go 

and f1ght the Russians, and sent to Odessa. These regiments were 
for the most part co!nposed of men who had just been fighting on 
the \Vestcrn Front, and wbo could not but view with despair their 
embarkation on a d1stant expedition. 

On the 8th ::\Iarch, !919, two companies of a regiment of the 
I s6th Divi~ion, billeted a t Od6 sa, re>ceived the order to leave for 
Kherson. But at Khcrson, when the soldiers had learnt for a 
certamty that they were to be employed against the Bolsheviks, 
they refused to fight. 

The two companies were immediately brought back to Odessa, 
and on I I th March, six men from one of the companies and three 
from the other, chosen at random, were arrested. 

Without prevwus " minutes of evidence," the Court Martial, 
ll'hhlt had refuud to lwve witnesses called in favour of lite 
accuse~. sentenced the nine accused men to five years apiece at 
public works for "Refnsal to obey in the presence of rebel armies." 
(Tht• rebels were the Russi~ns who d id not accept the dictatorship 
of their invaders! ! !). 

But the time when the movement could be checke>d had passed; 
discontent and indignation were to manifest themselves in the fl eet 
with particular virulence from April to June, 1919; mutinies were 
to break out at Galatz, Sebastopol, Odessa, Toulon, Bizerta, !tea. 

A crime on the part of the French command at Kherson was 
to hasten the explosion of the anger universally felt. 

After the French soldiers, as we have just seen, had refused 
to fight against the Russians, Greek regiments were brought to 
Kherson. 

The Russians who, up till now, had ~referred to retire before 
the French, not wishing, they said, to spill pr{"cious blood, found 
themselves attacked by the Greeks with such savage violence that 
they made up their minds to defend themselves; a fight ensued 
for the possession of Kherson. 

The Greeks, reinforced by Polish, German and French de
tachments, comma1tded by a German of/leer, held the town. In the 
port a French cargo boat was preparing to unload tanks detailed 
to support the Greek troops; the townswomen, with their children, 
had taken refuge on this cargo boat to escape the bombardment. 

Seein~ that the town would be taken by the Russians, the 
French admiral who was directmg the naval operations, sent orders 
to the commander of the cargo boat to prepare to leave so that 
the tanks would not fall into the hands of the Bolsheviks; the 
women and children who had takPn refuge in the cargo boat were 
request~:"d to leave at once. As shrapnel was falling on all sides, 
the women threw themselves on their knees in supplication before 
the French offtcers who drove them from the ship with blows from 
their revolver hafts. 

The unhappy women took refuge beneath the precarious 
shelter offered by some wooden hang-ars alongside the quay. It 
was then that the crime was committed: there were two French 
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officers, commanders of two gunboats in the port, who were un
doubtedly so incensed by the victory of the Soviet troops that they 
wanted to avenge the loss of the town on these poor inoffensive 
women, and so there were found two French officers capable of 
giving the order to fire on the two hangars. Then followed this 
grisly spectacle: the two French gunboats bombarded the hangars 
witlz incendiary shells; the homicidal fury of the assassins was not 
even brought to a halt by the explosion of one of their own guns, 
which made a number of victims on board. And as the women, 
mad with terror beneath this bombardment, fled from the hangars, 
their clothes all on fire, they were pitilessly shot down by shrapnel 
from the two gunboats. These shameless crimes, these acts of 
bloody savagery-revolting to all the dictates of human conscience 
-immediately provoked a nsing on the part of the populace. 

While the French and German soldiers were hastily em
barking on the gunboats and retummg to Odessa, the inhabitants 
of the town, rushing to arms, attacked the Greek troops: and 
these, caught between two fires, sustained heavy losses. 

The Protest by Marty and Badina 
The torpedo boat " Protet " belonged to the division ot the 

Adriatic fleet, an active division and one severely tried during the 
war; it had been sent, after the Armistice, to Constantinople and 
the Black Sea. Detailed to leave in December 1918 for the base at 
Gahtz, it was put at the disposal of General Berthelot to transport 
staff officers in charge of important missions, to Odessa, Sebastopol 
and Novorossik. Thus at the beginning of April, 1919, the 
"Protet" transported four officers, of whom one was an Intendant 
General, from Galatz; to Sebastopol, via Odessa, and back, in 
order to enable them to visit the Army Museum at Sebastopol! 
At that time the voyage from Galatz to Sebastopol cost 200 tons 
of mazut (1) at £40 a ton. 

The discontent of the crew, which had been momentarily 
appeased because the Armistice had made them forget their former 
sufferings and vexations, was increasing with each useless task, 
and the time kept on passmg without bringing the liberty so 
much desired. 

The chief engineer of the "Protet," Andre Marty, kept apart 
from the other officers, who did not share his tastes or his ideas, 
and who took revenge on him for his reticence by making him 
undergo all sorts of vexations; but Marty, scrupulous and upri~ht, 
took no notice, having more serious matters to engage his attention. 
It galled him greatly to see the fleet, ever since the Armistice, 
wasting useless and costly energy; he was above all cast down at 
the ignoble political role which It was being made to play against 
the fraternal Russian people. At this time Marty's indignation was 
shared by the best of the crew. These sailors who had put up with 
everything-fatigues, inclemency of the elements, dangers--could 
not support this abominable crime against the Soviet Republic; 
they could not tolerate the idea-they who were the sons of 
workmg men·-of raising a sacrilegious hand against their brothers 
in misery who had revolted against their exploiters. 

( 1) :\fazut is a fuel derived from petrol, for information about which sec 
Deiaisi's "Oil," Labour Publishing Co. 2/6. Translators Note. 
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But it was above all in the person of the quarter-master, 
Badina, that Marty was to tind a character capable of seconding 
his efforts. Badina was a man of feeling; intelligent and educated. 
These two men were made to come together: they had in common 
the same nobility of sentiments, the same horror of injustice and 
the same generous idealism. 

Throughout the fleet a noiseless fermentation was taking 
pbce. In the month of March, the sailors returning to land were 
mfc.rmed that the r;6th and 158th battalions had refused to march 
against the Russians-and the soldiers expressed their approval 
of their comrades, saying "\Ve too, have had enough of this odious 
campaign.'' 

The men were anxious to know exactly what this Soviet idea was 
and why it was being persecuted; here, as elsewhere, the desire to 
learn helped the cause of the Revolution, .md the crews were soon 
able to comprehend the grt:atness of the task upon which the first 
Proletarian State had embarked. 

However, when at the end of March, the sailors learned of 
Tchicherin's rad1os protesting in indignant terms against the acts 
of savagery committed by the Allies, and in particular the massacre 
of 700 women and children at Kherson by the guns of the French 
vessels, this news appeared so extraordinary that many refused to 
believe it. But doubt on that SCf)re was soon dispelled. Vice
Admiral Amet took it on himself to confirm the news by congratu
lating the gunners of the "~Iamcluck" the heroes of th1s sad 
exploit. The officers and part of the crew of the "Protct" had been 
invited to hear the Admiral's d1scourse. He referred to the Russians 
as ''bands of assassin;; led by a few blackguards," and he con
cluded: "You did not hesitate to shoot. That was very well done." 
Marty who w.1s present, on hearing such words from the mouth 
of the man who had bombarded an undefended town, had no 
scruple about expressing his indignation to Commander Welfele, 
of the "Protet." As to the crews--who henceforth believed 
implicitly in Tclticherin's radios-thev were definitely exasperated 
by this crime. · 

The discontented men of the torpedo-boat "Protet" grouped 
themselves about Marty and Badina and, on the 12th April, 1919, 
the latter drew up a plan to stop intervention and to bring about 
their return to France. The idea was to make off with the "Protet," 
taking the officers prisoners, and to take refuge in a Soviet port in 
order to organise; then the "Protet" reaching Marseilles w1th the 
other vessels which would join her, would demand the cessation of 
ithls criminal war which was being carried on in the face of all 
constitutional laws. A certain Durand, one of the ship's gunners, 
ente1ed the conspiracy on 13th April; he had a bad record, but it 
was thought he could be depended upon as he owed much to Marty. 
He took up a very violent attitude, demanded the assassination of 
the officers and talked of using the machine guns against those of 
the crew who were not in the conspiracy: this agent-provocatrur 
kind of language was attributed to his enthusiasm. It was he, 
hmvever, who was to betray Marty and B:-~dina. He worked two 
of his friends into the conspiracv, Le Goff and Bourrouihl, who 
took part in his shameful espionage. 

On the 15th April the conspirator~ met at Galatz, and Marty, 
acting as speaker, emphasised the illegality of intervention in 
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Russia; in burning terms he commented on Article 35 of the Consti
tution of 1793 which in the last resort leaves to the people the 
weapon of insurrection to safeguard the law. Then he confided 
the fust oart of his plan which was to go to Russia with the torpedo 
boat. 1he execution of this plan was fixed for the next day but 
one. 

The following day, 16th April, 1919, the traitors denounced 
the plot to Commander Welfele. That very evening Marty on re
turnmg on board, a little before midnight, was arrested, msulted, 
maltreated. Keeping perfectly calm, he openly admitted his 
responsibility for the scheme, but refused to g1ve the names of any 
of those who had shown themselves in favour of it. On the quay 
at Galatz, Badina was present when Marty was arrested ; his first 
thought was to go and claim his share of the responsibility. Hardly 
had he put foot on board when he found himself threatened with 
the revolvers of four non-commissioned officers who were waiting 
for him: "There are too many. One is enough," remarked Badina 
imperturbably. As the commander appeared to wish to make use 
of him against Marty, Badina requested them to treat him as the 
accused and not as a witness. Taken to prison on land, Badina 
escaped some hours later, l?ersuaded that he could not present a 
useful defence under existmg conditions. Marty, several times 
threatened with death by hts warders during his detention, bore 
with courage the absolute isolation imposed on him; deprived of 
the guarantees of a normal defence he was sentenced by a General 
Cvurt Martial to 20 years forced labour and 20 years ex1le. Badina 
was condemned to the same punishment for contempt of court. 
When he gave himself up in October, 1920, he found his sentence 
had been commuted to 15 years' detention. 

Thus came to an untimely end the first attempt at revolt among 
the sailors of the Black Sea. However, thts attempt was not 
without value; it was the spark that kindled the flame. Its effects 
.were far-reaching, and the telegram sent by wireless to Odessa 
announcing the discovery of the plot and the arrest of Marty and 
Badina helped to open the flood-gates of the great protest move
ment against intervention in Russia. 

Marty and Bad ina are still in prison; the proletariat must be 
mindful of its own; their martyrdom must not be prolonged; their 
constancy in adversity, their absolute faith in the triumph of their 
cause, demands both the active sohcitude and grateful affection of 
the working class. 

The Affair of the ''France" 
The man-of-war "France" had not touched at a French port 

since its departure from Toulon on 9th October, 1916. After the 
Armistice it was sent to the Black Sea and employed at very heavy 
tasks: day and night it was carrying on the evacuation of the upper 
Russian bourgeoiste who were fleeing from Odessa and Soviet rule. 
The men were unable to account for their presence in the Black Sea; 
they were discontented, and all the more so when they heard tell 
of the acts of savagery committed by the Allies against the civil 
population. They were, moreover, worked to death, badly fed, 
treated like dogs; the infrequency of the mails, the delay in 
granting lea~. and the unwillinrness displayed by the command to 
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demobilise the troops contributed equally to stir up serious discon
tent on board the man-of-war. On the 17th April, 1919, the 
"France" reached Sebastopol and executed what the crew be!Jeved 
to be trial firing with its 140's. On the 18th, the sailors learned 
that the pretended trial tire of the day bcf ore had J:illed 180 
civilians in Sebastopol and wounded a grrat number. This new 
crime exasperated the discontents: the least incident would cause 
a revolt. This incident soon occurred: the following day, the 
19th April, in the afternoon, the news went round on board that 
the "France" would coal the followmg day, Sunday, Easter Day; 
this was a long and fatiguing task and the sailors had justly 
counted on having a rest during the two holidays. The news was 
commented on and produced much grumbling. On an ill-timed 
remark of a non-commissioned off;cer, the demonstrators sang the 
"International" (tt was heard o(ten during these days of agitation) 
and they hastened aft. They met the Adjutant Commander, 
Gauthier de Kermoal, who proposed to transmit their demands 
to the Commander, Robez-Pagillon. But as the sailors, bursting 
with anger long restrained, were shouting all at once, he suggested 
they should appoint delegates who would bring him the demands of 
the crew on the following morn.ng. He gave his word of honour 
that the delegates should be inviolate. The crew, singing all the 
time, went down to the cells and set free the prisoners among whom 
they found one named Vuillemin, hardly 20 years of age. Th1s 
man was to become the hero of the revolt on the "France" bv 
reason of his courage and his wisdom; his mental ascendancy w<{s 
felt ~y all who approached him. 

Three delegates were chosen, among them Vuillernin . 
A wave of revolt seemed to have passed over the fleet at 

Sebastopol. To the revolutionary songs of the "France" responded 
those of the man-of-war "Jean-B<trt" and of the cnuser "Du 
Chayla," rid;ng at anchor at her stde. 

Now a sailor came on board announcing that the dis
embarkation company, barracked in a fortress, had also made 
protests against the bad treatment to which they were subject. The 
men had given a letter to their chief in which they wrote: " We do 
not wish to suffer any more. Henceforth the treatment hitherto 
dealt out must be discontinued . The treatment we undergo is 
odious. If you are more educated than we are, that is no reason 
for regarding us as slaves. You, the commander of the fortress, 
who have practised such violence on us, think the matter over. Know 
that we, like our Bolshevik brotlters, are justly following our ideal 
and claiming what are only our natural rights, as recogmsed by all 
mankind." 

This news was received with enthusiasm by the crew of the 
"France." Then, although the officer of the watch wanted to 
interfere, the delegates embarked on the patrol boat in order to 
confer with the delegates from the other ships. From the steamer 
they called out to those on the "Jean-Bart" asking what they 
wanted, and they replied: "To Toulon!" "No more war on the 
Russians!" That was the watchword which was going to be taken 
up by the whole fleet. 

During the delegates' absence, at ahout 10 o'clock at night, 
Vice-Admiral Amet arrived on board the "France," and without 
conc~alin~ his anger, he harangued the demonstrator~>, who noisily 
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interrupted him. Then, perceiving that anger would achieve 
nothing, he changed his tune: "My children," he sobbed, " I beg 
of vou. . . . " Someone shouted out: "This is not the time to 
be saym~ Mass!" At last he did what he should have done from 
the begmning, and asked what the demonstrators wanted. A 
sailor came forward, and, m measured terms, put before him the 
cla1ms of the crew:-

1. Immediate cessation of intervention in Russia and return to 
France. ' 

2. Improvements with regard to the arrangements on board, 
food, leaYe, mails, etc. 

Then the sailor enlarged on the question of intervention in 
Russia: "This war is unconstitutional, and the fleet is indignant 
at this attack upon Republican rights; a stop must be put to it." 
As Amet did not make any satisfactory reply, the demonstrators 
left him there, and went away to their own quarters singing the 
"International''; the Admiral went off uttering threats. It was; 
half past ten; the steamer was bringing hack the delegates; a great 
meeting was decided on for the following morning and all went to 
bed. 

Vuillemin, however, drew up and posted a proclamation in the 
followmg term!': "Comrades, you made a very fine demonstration 
yesterday evening. I recommend you urgently to avoid all violence 
and all sabotage. Our claims are just and we cannot fail to win 
our cause." Then Vuillemin, who wa<> now responsible for the 
safety of the vessel, po10ted the nece11sary sentinel!> and returned to 
the c:el1a to sleep. 

The Bloody Ambush 
The following morning, after coffee, the crew a!!lembled on 

the fore-deck, and at eight o'clock the red flag was hoisted to the 
strains of the "lnternat10nal." The "Jean-Bart" was doing the 
same. During the whole morning the two ships were in communi
cation by means of a picket boat. The three delegates went to 
meet the Adjutant-Commander as had been arranged on the pre
vious day, and Vuillemin acted as spokesman, denounced the crime 
which was being committed against Russia; the Adjutant-Com
mander refused to discuss the point, on the pretext that he had no 
information ( !), and the delegates returned to report to the crew. 

However, at 9 o'clock, Vice-Admiral Amet arrived, calmer than 
on the precedin~ day; on the rear-deck he made a speech to the 
demon!>trators: 'My children, you will regret what you have done 
and w11l repent of it. . . . " A delegate interrupted: "We will 
never regret having stopped this illegal and criminal war; we 
should be cursed by the . working class and by humanity in general 
if we were to obey the orders given to us to kill our Russian 
brothers. . . . " Amet, without pressing the matter further, 
returned to the "Jean-Bart," his flag-ship. 

Then the Second-in-Command came and promised champagne 
to the demonstrators if they would return to order. Sarcasms were 
heaped on him; it was indeed a question of champagne I 

Towards one o'clock the AdJutant-Commander had it given 
out that all punishments were remitted and that the men could go 
on land; and iD fact a certain number of sailors left in a launch. 
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On the quay, the people of Sebastopol were waiting for them; 
they had followed With emotion the demonstrations and had 
acclaimed them; the sailors of the "France" found comrades from 
all the ships in port: "Jean-Bart," "Justice," "Vergniaud," 
"Mirabeau," and "Du Chayla." They fraternised among them
selves, and fraternised with the crowd who hailed them in triumph 
as liberators. They formed a cortege and slowly mounted the 
boulevards, headed by the Red Flag, and chanting the 
"International." Suddenly the corle~e found themselves faced by 
machine-guns behind barbed-wire entanglements; a naval lieutenant 
was there directing the fire. Th~ simster crackling of the machine
guns broke on the dense and fleeing crowd: fourteen French sailors 
lay assassinated in the midst of Russians who had been pitilessly 
mown down, men, women, and children. 

It was thus, beneath the hail of French shells that was 
cemented for ever the blood brotherhood of the Frencl1 and Russian 
masses. 

The officer who had given the order to fire, soon afterwards 
committed suicide in his cabin; perhaps remorse had done its work, 
or perhaps he was dnven to suic:ide to avmd revealing the sanguin
a.ry orders wiHch he must have received. 

On board the "France," as soon as the news of the massacre 
was known, Vuillemin demauded of the Commander that an 
cnqutry should be opened; then he claimed in energetic terms the 
r<'turn cf tlw disembarkation colllpany, so that the vessel might 
lcav(" as soon as possible. Orders were given. At half past four, 
the dtsemharkation company and those on shore leave returned on 
board and joined the demonstrators. 

Tl1ings did not happen quite after the same fashion on the 
other shtp:. in the harbrmr; after havmg demonstrated, all returned 
to order excq>t the "Du Chavla." 

Amet believed tt prudent to cut off all communication between 
the "1; ranee" and the ·'I can-Bart." The demonstrators of the 
"France" WC'nt to compliun of this to their commander, who de
clared he could do nothing against the orders of the Admiral: "lf 
you, the Commandt'r, cannot do it,'' said a sailor, "I will see that 
1t is done, be he willing or not." 

"\\'ho IS c0mmanding this boat?" replied the commander. 
"The crew." 
"Then throw me overboard ! " 
"It is not into the water that you must be pitched, but into 

F ranee. It is there you must take us. . . . " 
At nine o'clock, the committee got a searchlight into working 

order so that the man-of-war should not be surprised in the night. 
At half past nine, the Commander sent for Vuillemin, with whom 
he discussed th~ matter ltll half an hour after midnight. 

Once mar·? Vuillemin set forth the claims of the crew: "The 
claims of the crew are just," he s:ud, "and Commander, I advise 
you to request the otficers not to use their arms. The crew is un
armed and I am domg my best to avoid a fracas. If any otficer 
takes it on himself to threaten one of the men, disaster will be 
inevttable. Then, Commander, l who am now a preacher of calm, 
will then become a preacher of revolt." As an outcome of tlus 
conversation, the Commander gave his word that there would be 
neither rcprc:s::.ion nor pumshment, and in case action should be 
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taken, in spite of what he could do, he would be "the foremost 
defender of h1s men" : lf there was a court-martial he would take 
his pjace at their side, on the bench of the accused. "ls it not, 
however, a scandal," he could not refrain from adding, "that a 
young man only 18 years old, should lay down the law to a man 
of 53 old enough to be his father?" 

"Do not forget, Commander," said Vuillemin, who did not let 
himself be side-tracked, "that I am here as the representative of 
the crew; cost what it may, I will defend its claims. ' 

The night passed peacefully; the sentinels were posted, the 
searchlights were working, the whole ~ervice of the vessel was 
secure, thanks to the delegates; they only were obeyed, and obeyed 
with promptitude. 

The Return to Bizerta 
The followmg day, 21st April, in the morning, Vuillemin 

went to have an interview with Adm1ral Amet wh1ch he reported to 
the crew assembled on the fore-deck. After the I I o'clock meal, 
the delegates in their role of intermediartes between the commander 
and the crew, announced that the Commander had decided to leave 
on 3 I st Apnl; the crew protested : they wished to coal the follow
ing day and sail the day after. 

The demonstrators rushing off to see the Commander, came up 
with the Chief Doctor, and a discussion followed between him and 
Vuillemin: "The military caste," said Vuillemin, "is covered with 
shame; in particular the Minister and Staff who are driving the 
Navy to perdition. . . . The French capitalists are the cause 
of these criminal acts committed by France. . . . This war 
against Russia is above all things unconstitutional, and Justice 
must strike down the Clemenccau's and Pichon's who have v1olated 
the Constitution: thev are the ones who are principally responsible 
for our mutiny. . : . " 

The Commander could not be found. Towards three o'clock, 
the delegates returned on board the "Jean-Bart'' and decided with 
Admiral Amet that the "France" should sail on the 23rd; as to the 
other ships, they would evacuate Sebastopol on the 28th. Amet 
recognised that thetr claims were well grounded; he excused him
self, making out that he had only acted on the orders of the 
Minister of Marine, Georges Leygues. The following day, 22nd 
April, the man-of-war, "France" did its coaling under the direc
tions of Vuillemin; it had been agreed the previous evening with 
the Commander that the officer would not appear. The crew worked 
with ardour and the job was finished more rapidly than usual; the 
Commander, astonished, congratulated Vuillemin. On 23rd April, 
the "France" sailed and left Seba3topol. 

The voyage was to pass without incident: until 1 Ith May tl1c 
delegates of the crew 1emained masters of the situation. On 25th 
Apnl, the man-of-war passed before Constantinople, escorted by 
the gunboat "Escaut" also in revolt; they arrived on 1st May at 
Bizerta, where th~y w~re at once put in quaran~ine. The C.ommander 
then showed VUJllemm an order from Admtral Amet mstructing 
him to put the whole crew into prison. Vuillemin intimated that 
under those circumstances he would no longer be a counsellor of 
calm; and to prepare for every eventuality, he had the 
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ship cleared for action. The Commander referred him 
to Vice-Admiral Darnens, the Naval Prefect at Bizerta. The latter 
dec1ded to mstitute a comm1ssion of enquiry, and the crew agreed 
to bow to the verd1ct of the commissiOn. 

On the 4th May, the commission arrived on board; it was pre
Sided over by Rear-Admiral Barthes: the men passed one by one 
before the commission and explained the1r grievances. On the gth 
in the evening the enquiry was completed. Its conclusions may be 
summed up as follows: the Commander, the Sccond-m-Command 
and the Adjutant-Commander to be deprived of oflice, the other 
ofticers to be degraded in rank; the delegates to be congratulate~, 
and 23 sailors to be sent to the disciplinary section . In spite of thr 
conclusions of the commissiOn of enquiry, the delegates were 
arrested and imprisoned on 11th May. 

I&> concluded the revolt of the "France," one of the most 
decisive on the Black Sea: the r.rew were masters of tlze vessel f or 
more than three weeks. A long judicial process was opened, and 
at Toulon, at the Court-Martial of 29th September, in spite of tlzr 
promise given by the offir.ers, numerous sentences were pronounced, 
varymg from I 5 years to six months. Vuillernin, who was :.entenced 
to five years, has just bet-:n set at hberty. 

Affair of the " Waldeck-Rousseau" 
From Galatz and Sebastopol, the movement of protest against 

interventiOn in Russia was sooh to reach Odessa. 
The crUJser "Waldeck-Rousseau," which arrived in Odessa at 

the beginning of April, 1919, found the man-of-war "France" and 
the cruiser "Erncst-Renan" in port with their guns turned on the 
town; in the harbour were the man-of-war "1 ustice" and several 
torpedo-boats. The "Waldeck-Rousseau" took similar precautions 
with a view to protecting, so it was said, the retreat of the 
"colonials." Discontent was general on the crmser, and the gunners 
showed themselves determined to refuse to fire on Odessa if the 
order was given. 

One day four men came on board leading an officer prisoner; 
it was learnt that his name was Marty and that he had wished to 
raise a mutiny to protest against intervention in Russia . The news, 
which arnvcd at the same time as that of the revolts at Sebastopol, 
produced the highest pitch of excitement among the crew. On 26th 
A,p!iil, the sailors planned to rescue Marty, but their project was 
betrayed; on the 27th, the "Protet," drawn up to take a supply of 
water, prepart'd to sail and took away Marty at the last moment. 

The crew, exasperated, appointed delegates; the torpedo-boats 
"Mameluck" and "Fauconneau" were acquainted with the move
ment. A letter demanding their return to France was sent to the 
Commander by a delegation. "Commander," it ran, "your reply 
will dictate future events. . . . We still salute you as Com
mander." After a violent discussion, the Commander refused to 
reply, and the delegates reported to the crew. The red flag was 
hmsted, while from land the Soviet workers made signals of en
couragement. 

Rear-Admiral Goubet, commander of the "Waldeck
RouS&eau," had the delegation sent for. He promised that no 
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punishments should b!! inflicted and that in 48 hours the vcsS<'l 
should return to France. A delegate said to him: "It is as well 
that you should know thP. truth: 1 f within 48 hours we do not re
turn to France, w~ will draw the vessel up to the quay." On the 
very next day, the "\Valdcck-Rousscau" sailed for Constantinople; 
during the voyage, the otf1ccrs succecJed in pcr.~uadmg the crew 
to touch at Tendra, and all rdurned to normal. But at Tendra 
they found the "Bruix" and the men came on board and recounted 
what had happened at Sebastopol. A second outbreak occurred on 
the "\Valdeck-Rousseau"; again deleg-ates were nominated who 
acted With those of the "Bruix"; the Commander refused to 
receive the new delegatiOn. 

Some days later, the \Valdeck-Rousseau" sailed away, passed 
Constantinoplt- and arrived at Cattaro; during the voyage, the 
revolt d1cd down of its own acc•:>rd. 

On 15th May, Admiral Dumenil came on board and pro
nounced a d;~course in which he declared that eYeryhody in Franc!" 
was blammg the sailors for the mutmy. The men of the delegation 
were questioned and denounced bt-lore a Court-:\hrtial on Sth June 
for "having, on 27th and 28th Apnl, fcrmf~nted a plot agamst the 
Commander and the security of the vessel"; in vivlalio11 of ph·dgu 
given, numerous heavy sentences were pronounced. 

The Affair of the '' Provence " 
It was not only in the Black Sea that the crews were protesting 

against intervention in Ru~sia; at Toulon, on 1oth June, 1919, the 
sailc.rs of the "Provence," mutmied bt:cause they were gomg to be 
sent to fight against the Soviets. The ''Provence" was the Flag
ship of the Inter-Allied ~quad ron in the 11editerranean; life there 
was especially hard, the disciplme severe, and the food stinkmg; 
moreover, the "Provence" had already bl.!en the scene of protest• 
in March 1917 on leaving Touion, in September 1917 and November 
1919, at Corfu. On 2Ist .i\lay, 1919, the "Provence" arrived at 
1 oulon; they were to leave on 1oth June for Constantinople, it wa• 
said. But the sailors knew what that meant. . . 

On 6th June were the first s igns of revolt; that day the 
que5tion of the Sailors in the Black Sea was to be raised in the 
Chamber, and as a protest against the impnsonment of the mutineer• 
the crew of the "Provence" hoisted the red flag. On 1oth June, 
at the moment of departure, a violent demonstration, without any 
previous arrangement, broke out. Spontaneously the men assembled 
on the fore-deck where a tumultuous meeting was improvised; under 
these Circumstances, the Commander called the crew to battle 
stations, many refused to appear and some attempted to l:oist the 
red flag. But soon, by m<'ans of promises, the oflicers succt:cded in 
restoring order and disarming the sa:Iors. 

Vice-Admiral de Bon, Commander-in-Chief, in tears, gave his 
word of honour that no punishments would be made if the crew 
would from then on return to order: "I am your father," he said, 
"Can a father send h~s children to prison. No, it is not possible!" 

None the less proceedings were opened, and at Toulon, tbe 
Court-:Vlartial, sitting from 25th September to :znd October 1919, 
inflicted heavy seDtences. 
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The Affair of the " Voltaire " 
Everywhere, however, the resistance to counter-revolutionary 

exp(:ditions was growing stronger. The "Voltaire," damaged by 
a torpedo, was undergomg repair at Bizerta when, on 19th June, 
1919, the Admiral informed the crew that the vessel was going "to 
represent France in the East." The crew of the "Voltaire" had 
suffered privations and much ill treatment. The men well knew the 
ugly ta<;k reserved for them "m the East." They decided to refuse 
to do any kind of work henceforward. The following day the 
Commander asked the crew to appoint four delegates, assuring 
them in advance that no action should be taken agamst them. The 
delegation communicated to the Commander the firm intention of 
the crew not to allow themselves to be used in the counter-revolu
tionary manreuvres in the East. A;, the Commander acquiesced m 
the general wish, the delegates advised the crew to resume work . 
Two days afterwards, the classes '10, 'II, '1:z, and '13 who were 
still on board, were repatnated. Vengeance was going to be taken 
on the younger ones: one morning, thirty-two men sent on duty on 
land were arrested by a regiment of blacks. They were to remain 
under detention till the 24th September. The appearance before 
a Court-Martial on the cruiser "Waldeck-Rousscau" was a parody 
of justice: in a quarter of an hour, o1u lnmdred years of 
imprisonment were distributed to ten among them: Roland Roger, 
sentenced to 20 years, was not even present at the time of the 
trouble I I I 

The Affair of the '' Guichen " 
The man-of-war "Guichen," which was used to transport 

trocps detailed to fight the Russian Revolution, also knew how to 
mamfest its intention of no longer being implicated in a criminal 
policy. On 24th June 1919, 1t sailed from Tarento with the 
destination of Itea (in Greece), having on board goo troops who 
were timidly protesting agamst their transportation to Russia. On 
the 26th they arrived at Itea. After the disembarkation of the 
troops, the crew addressed a round robin to the Commander to 
demand their return to Fr:mce, aud as the Commander would not 
have anything to do with it, the sailors refused to return to work. 
Senegalese troops with bayonets pointed, soon brought these un
armed men to ''reason.'' 

That very evening, 26 sailors were arrested, haphazard, and 
classed as " leaders "; brought to prison on land, they were the 
victims of the ill-treatment by a brute, Captain Faucon, com
manding the 124th battalion of Senegalese rifles. 

Conclusion 
Too much importance cannot be attached to the revolts in the 

Black Sea. As an immediate result a grave military menace was 
lifted from Russ1a; the French Government was in fact forced by 
the-,e mutini~s to cease OJX:n interventiOn in Russian affairs; hence
forward, they had to content themselves with subsidising bandits, 
and equipping adventurers. The mtervention was broken down by 
the tenaciou;; will of the sailors of the Black Sea; the hour was 
passed for expeditions to Archangel, Murmansk, Eastern Siberia 
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and Southern Russia: the Entente pers1stmg in its desire to over
throw the Soviets, was reduced to furnishing arms and munitions 
to the assassins of Koltchak, Demkin, Yudenich and Wrangel
without any further success, for these attempts were also to fail 
before the energy of a revolution determined to live at all costs. 

But these revolts have had even more far-reaching moral conse
quences: having affirmed in this effective manner the solidarity of 
the French proletariat with the Russian Revolution, they have 
given to the workers of the world a great example and a great 
lesson. The sailors have made a breach in the mockery of the 
"Union Sacree" (political truce) and the lie of the "Righteous 
War"; they made It clear that the time was over for this blood
guilty complicity. This was the first great shock to the French 
conscience since 1914. 

The sailors of the Black Sea were heroes; to-day they are 
martyrs; in the face of all justice, twenty-one of them are still in 
prison. They- must be liberated by the unanimous protests of all 
honest men. No longer must public clamour hesitate to bring forth 
trom prison these heralds of a new era. 

The Industrial Heroes of 
"Don Bas" 

What we saw in the Ukraine 
By IVON D. JONES 

WE have heard a great deal about the new econom1c policy 
of Soviet Russia. We have heard how the "Communist 
Motherland" has been compelled to call a retreat in the 

march to the great objective. We have heard gloatings of capitalists 
and bourgeois penny-a-liners over our forced concessions to the 
decadent bourgeois world; and even faithful Communists have 
shaken their heads in dismay at the bigness of the retreat. 

What do the workers of Russia think? The Russian proletariat 
does not think that it is retreating. It has not been sufficiently 
made clear, to the masses outside of Russia, that the new economic 
policy has two aspects--it is simultaneously a retreat and an 
advance. In the streets of the city it looks like a complete rein
statement of the bourgeoisie-shops and traders everywhere. In 
the factory, however, a big step forward towards Communism has 
been made in the last two mo11tlts. Our foreign comrades have 
heard too many alarmist reports of the alleged da:ay of the Revo
lution. Let us give them the other side of the picture for a change. 

We went down to the Donetz Basin to see this new advance, and 
on the way called at Kharkov. We had already read the returns 
from all parts of Russia, published within the last month or two, 
of how the production of Don Bas coal was increasing by leaps and 
bounds; how the salt mines were producing four-fold ; and the 
factories and workshops were catching the general contagion for 
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work. But these figures gave no idea of the heroi:.m and the revolu
tionary effort which contributed to make up the results. Why did 
production sink so low from April to August, and why the sudden 
upward bound with the introduction of the new economiC policy? 
The factory workers were not thereby turned into private traders, 
just the reverse. . . . 

At Kharkov we went to see the locomotiv~ works. There were 
also tanks for repair, and D1csel cngmes on the stocks, designed 
and made there complcie. \\e fir,;t went into the " Iatcheka" 
office. This is the ollicc of the works branch of the Communist 
Party. What a change from the capitalist world! The Party 
office is an inevitable section of every factory office. \Vorkcrs were 
going in and out. We were told that this Branch had over a 
hundred members. The comrade who took us round his depart
ment of the works also carried with him a bundle of " Pravdas " 
and Union papers to give out at the benches. Bolshevism, which 
started in the factory with leaflets, and th<?n was found in meeting 
halls, and then in street demonstrations and the barricade, and 
then in the battle field with the Red Armv, has now finallv settled 
down in the factory, building locomotives, etc., in spite of Lloyd 
George's sneer that it cannot do it. And how enthusiastic this 
Communist was over the new spirit of work which they had found, 
how they were producing four times as much as a few months ago! 
How proud he was of the fact that they had turned out six brand 
new locomotives last month, every plate and rivet made on the spot. 
And there were already three more on the stocks. What was the 
secret of this new enthusiasm~ Before going to Don Bas I had 
bet~er explain one aspect of it as it has been given to me from 
vanous sources. 

The Collective Wage 
Owing to the exigencies of the civil war a kind of petty 

Communism was established whP.rein all had to work, and each 
received his ration or "payok" direct from the centre. Lenin had 
made it clear that this Military Communism was enforced by the 
terrible demands of the confl1ct, and was in reality a departure 
from the original line of development as marked out. And so it 
was that everybody got his payok, worker as well as loafer. There 
was no time to be too particular. The enemy was at the gate. 
During the Imperialist war, in the time of the Czar, thousands of 
petty agents and traders flocked to the munition factories to 
escape being sent to the front. Since the Revolution this process 
has continued. Large numbers of non-proletarian elements have 
thronged " to work " in order to get a " payok." These elements 
were incapable of work, and not imbued with the proletarian spirit; 
for a proletarian is not made in a day. And their influence upon 
the general tone of the factories and the workshops was an ex
tremely demoralising one. Instead of the tens of thousands of 
fiery and revolutionary proletarians, aglow with the spirit of the 
revolution, who left the factories for the field of battle never to 
return, and whose place was taken by masses of non-proletarian 
and non-revolutionary elements too great in number to be properly 
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absorbed in a time of crisis. Thus the proletarian worker lost 
heart. He &aw around him strangers drawing " payok " and 
loafmg. A remedy had to be found. 

I think it was found by a Moscow tailoring factory. These 
Moscow tailors said : '' Here we are, all half starving and doing 
very little work. Half of us could produce double the quantity of 
clothes if we were permitted to organise the factory and sack the 
loafers. Give us the total 'payok' for this factory, and we'll 
divide it among the workers, and deliver the goods, yes, double 
the goods." " Agreed," said the Soviet. And so it was done. 
The number of workers were reduced from 1,400 to 700, the pro
duction jumped three-fold, the pay of the workers became higher, 
and the cost of production to the Soviet was reduced by 26 per 
cent. This is how increased production operates under the Soviet 
system. 

And the idea spread everywhere. It is called " the collective 
wage." In a sense it is the abolition of wages, an advance from 
the previous system, for it is a contract entered into by a body of 
workers to produce a certain minimum for a certain quantity of 
goods or money. Here we have all that is meant by Workers' 
Control. The full implication of this new idea cannot be realised 
except on the spot. It is self-government in the factory. The 
workers in a plant have suddenly become a collectivity, that 
" association of free individuals" referred to in the closing chapter 
of the Communist Manifesto. 

And who is the "Blackleg" to-day? In Soviet Russia the 
blackleg is the " won't work." And the Workers' Committee have 
now no hesication in asking the "won't work" to quit their groups. 
To-day this regime, where a scab is a loafer, once considered by 
the revolutionaries a vision of the distant future, is in full vigour 
in the proletarian province of Don .Bas. 

Donetz Basin 
And so to Don Bas over the treeless steppes. The province 

of Don Bas spreads over a considerable stretch of country, 
and has been especially created by the Soviet regime to 
j.nclude not only the coal, but also the metallurgical and chemical 
industries, in order to make the political boundaries co-extensive 
with the economic ones. Bakhmyt is the administrative centre. 
Here are located the Central Trade Union Office under Comrade 
Briskin, the Metal Workers', and the Mineworkers' Union Offices 
under the control of the Chairman, Comrade Kalni, a brawny miner 
with Australian experience, and therefore able to speak English. 
Here, too, are the big pile of offices of the C.P.K.P., letters of great 
import in Don Bas, for they represent the central management of 
the coal and metal industry of the region. 

Under Comrade Briskin's guidance we went the rouna of the 
mining groups of Kadivka, Pavlovka, and Briansk. Here we came 
into touch with the proletariat of Don Bas, in class consciousness 
and proletariat spirit second only to Petrograd. Here we heard 
stories about ... WORK. Work, and how to do it was the 
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topic of all conversation. And there was a pervading sense that 
the workers spoke as the conscious owners of the industry. And 
there were deeds of heroism recorded to us. In those dreary 
months from i\pril to July, when Don Bas only received twenty 
per cent. o [ its f uod supply, and people were flocking out of the 
region, how valiantly the proletarian f1gllters stuck to the work. 
Comrade Kalni, the Chairman of the Union, related to us how 
they had to fight the rising water in the mines, and save them from 
destruction. Hundreds literally collapsed at their work, and had 
to be carried away, to return agam to the struggle in a day or two. 
There were two thousand such cases, we were told, and next 
month a festival will be held to honour a first batch of three 
hundred of them. In the hall of the C.P.K.P. a big notice board 
was displayed, half black and half red. Above the red stood the 
word " Heroes," and above the black " Deserters." Comrade 
Kalni said that there was no mine where heroes equal to any found 
in the field of battle were not to be found. 

:\I uch was also told us of how the Don Bas workers made 
Denckin's life a misery, and eventually contributed to tum him 
out. When the Germans came to the Ukraine after Brest Litovsk, 
the Kadivka Secretary told us, they proceeded to take away the 
stocks of coal lying there. The Don Bas workers went on strike, 
because, they said, the coal belonged to their Soviet Republic. 
However, the Germans paid for the coal, and deported 300 of the 
agitators to Soviet Ru5sia! 

Everything is proletarian in Don Ba5, so it s~med to us. The 
very generals are from the working class. Verishiloff and Permakoff, 
and other brilliant leaders of the Red Army are justly claimed by 
the Don Bas workers as their own sons. The manager of the 
biggest mine at Briansk was a proletarian who had shown a genius 
for management. By the way, we had our meal at his house before 
the meeting, and I could not help remarking what a bad lot of 
Amsterdammers we were having dinner there with the Boss. But 
the tables were now turned. Comrade Briskin now represented 
the owners, the workers themselves, and that in no mere theoretical 
sense either. 

I have already mentioned one or two aspects wherein Labour 
after the Revolution reverses its slogans. Comrades Briskin and 
Kalni emphasised another. The Unions are trying to limit the 
hours strictly to eight owing to the intensification of the work, but 
many " Workers' Committees " are continually breaking the rulr 
and working ten and even twelve in the eagerness to make up the 
program. 

In the summer months, owing to the conditions stated, the pro
duction did not exceed nine million poods. In October, the total 
quantity of coal produced was 35 m~llion poods; in November, 43 
million poods, besides a Voshkrasnik (Communist Sunday) for the 
famine relief in the Volga. In December, they hope to reach the so 
million pood mark.* 

*The actual returns were 51 million poods. 
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In September, the programme for the Allianza Rayon, for 
example, was fixed at 75 per cent. of the pre-war standard. The 
workers did so well that in November the norm was put up to 100 
per cent. of the pre-war figure. This means that to get the same 
pay the workers are prepared to try and reach a mark one-third 
higher up. Henceforward, says Comrade Kalni, the objective will 
be to reduce the hours to six, for in many parts the production per 
head is equal to that of pre-war in spite of the twelve-hour day and 
the capitalist whip th,..n prevailing. In short, Don Bas is a magni
ficent demonstration of the truth that Communist production can 
beat capitalist production to a frazzle. The secret has been found 
how to combine individual incentive with the principle of each for 
all and all for each. And this is the collective wage. 

It must not be supposed that everything is smiling now in 
Don Bas. Transportation is bad, housing is wretched after the 
long years of war and banditry, the region is threatened with a 
bread shortage in January, Comrade Kalni told us. It is a hard 
struggle. But the workers have found new heart for the struggle, 
and Kalni thought that in four or fi,·e years Don Bas would build 
itself up into a great industrial machine second to none in the world. 

The Labour Army 
The Don Bas proletariat turns every one into its own image. 

It communicates tts sptrit to the nondescript and to the 
peasant recruit. A novel feature of the Don Bas coalfields 
JS the Labour Army. This Labour Army is now very different to 
that which volunteered for the Labour Front after the civil war. 
It numbers 12,000, soon to be increased to 20,000 by new drafts 
from Moscow. Comrade Kalni informed us that it is now mainly 
composed of semi-proletarian elements and unsuitable material found 
in the Red Army and drafted out. Young men whose characters 
are intractable to the cultural agencies of the Army are drafted 
here. The idea is that nothing but a course of training to be an 
industrial proletarian can save these boys from criminality, and the 
idea works magnificently. At Pavlovka, there was a regiment of 
2,000, whose commander, a member of the Union Executive, pre
sided at our meeting. Let it not be supposed that there is any 
militarisation of Labour in the system. At work they are Union 
men, the officers are Union officials, or take part in production. 
The military formation is preserved, and the educational work of 
the Red Army is continued. They soon become proletarians, for 
in Don Bas a proletarian is nothing less than a revolutionary worker. 
The figures of production of this unit and its efforts for the relief 
of the famine are a splendid testimony to the revolutionary con
tagion of the Don Bas proletariat. Comrade Kelni mentioned 4,000 
Black Sea sailors and others sent up for schooling to Don Bas. 
At first the task seemed hopeless, he said, they were such a wild, 
truculent, anti-social crowd. Now they have become splendid 
workers, and in the school of revolutionary traoe unionism are 
learning the dignity of a proletarian. 

What strikes one in Don Bas is the complete absence of water
tight compartments. Each institution melts into another. The 
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Labour Army is controlled by the Union, the Union is led by Com
munists, the C.P.K.P. is indistinguishable from the miners and the 
metal workers, who compose or appoint the directors. Comrade 
Kalni himself is one. The C.P.K.P. is organising mine farms in 
the coalfields to provide food for the miners. Fifty-nine farms 
with 20,000 hectares were started last year, and this year double the 
area will be worked. In a few years it is hoped to produce all the 
necessary food for the miners. Tired workers and women are sent 
to work these. Here, again, the management of this section, though 
run by the C.P.K.P., is part of the Union offices. 

This great coal region is being organisea by the workers into 
three or four big State Trusts. What our comrades in Russia mean 
by a State Trust is an organism, for mstance, of coal, metal and 
chemical plants, such as they are building in Don Bas, each feeding 
and depending upon the other, more or less self-governing as far 
as control from the Supreme Council is concerned, which sees to 
the food supply, and the exchange of the products, and appoint
ment of managers through the local organs, and, of course, technical 
equipment. 

In short, Don Bas aspires to become quite a self-supporting 
unit, a Republic of its own, although the workers are anything but 
parochial in their outlook; as witness their paper, which they arr 
careful to name !' The All-Russian Stoke/told" (Bocressiski 
Kechigarka). 

The example of this glorious proletariat deserves to be made 
known to all the world's workers. Its heroism, its revolutionary 
ardour, and its devotion through every trial-that is the guarantee 
for World Communism. Comrade Meshkin, the Miners' Secretary 
at Kadivka, whose drawn face told of the long struggle, speaking 
to us on behalf of the miners assembled there, desired us to take 
their greetings not only to the revolutionary workers of the English 
movement, but to the backward and misguided ones as well. 

Anyone who wishes to be re-baptised with the revolutionary 
faith, let him go to Donetz Basin ! 
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Does the World Need More 
Money? 

A Reply to Major Douglas 
By MAURICB B. DOBB 

FOREWORD. 
During every -period of social crisis the attention of the masses 

is sometimes diverted from the real problem by the intervention of 
high sounding and alluring schemes generally propounded by well
meaning but superficial middle-class economists. Tlze Labour move
ment has very little to fear from the weird credit theories so bombastic
ally Propounded by the disciples of Maior Douglas. But as the function 
of the COMMUNIST REVIEW is to critically examine every serious idea ad
vanced regarding the solution of the social problem, we place the Douglas 
theory, this month, under the microscope of Marxism in order that 
our readers may see what a peculiar thing it is. Comrade Dobb has 
C()nducted his analysis very minutely and has subiected the Douglas 
theory to the severe test of an ecotzomic and theoretical examination.
Eo.-coMMUNlST REVIEW. 

I. 
" More Money " Fallacies 

W HEN I am asked the above question, my answer is: 
" No! More money will not give you more goods. What 
the world does need is a change in the ownership of 

money. For ownership of money means ownership of the means 
of life." 

There have always been persons, who, during "hard times," 
have brought forward wonderful theories to show how all econo
mic ills are due to the fact that people have not enough money 
with which to buy, and, if only people were given more money in 
some way, trade would recover and "the wheels of industry" 
would be set humming merrily once more. The technical name 
for the various theories, having as their main aim increase in the 
money supply, is Inflationism. 

Now, as is the case with many fallacies, what the Infla
tionists say has a small amount of truth in it. It is probably 
because half-truths are so much more difficult to combat than 
complete lies, that these fallacies have been so difficult to kill, 
have recurred in various forms so often, and have gained so much 
popular support among those who have devoted little study to 
the intricate mechanism of Finance. "Douglasism" is merely 
a modem version of the Inflationist fallacy. What is true in 
Inflationist arguments is the following:-

(a). One of the functions of money is that of a medium 
of exchange. It is something which we can use to buy all other 
commodities. If there were no money, we should have to 
exchange things by 'direct barter, and very little exchange would 
be possible at all. A shortage of money will hinder exchange. 
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The fact that the exchange of goods is hindered results in a 
" glut " or a piling up of stocks, which cannot be disposed of; and 
there consequently follows a slowing down of " the wheels of 
indus try "; people are unemployed and have no money to buy, 
and so the situation gets worse. Therefore, as the quantity of 
exchange transaction increases-as it tends to increase with the 
growth of production amd of the " division of labour "-the 
quantity of money needs to increasC'. Otherwise the scarcity 
of this necessary • oil" on " the whcds of industry " causes them 
to rust and slow down. 

(b). It is quite true that under the conditions of modern 
competitive industry, where production is in the hands of privatC' 
pt'rsons, who produce only when they c<Jn see an effecti,·e d('manJ 
(expressed in a price offered), suff1cicnt to gi,·e them an average' 
rate of profi.t, the inability of one set of persons to buy (e.g., they 
may have been impoverished by a famine or a war, as is Central 
Europe to-day) causes merchants to stop ordering more goods 
from employers, and causes employers to "close down " and 
throw workers unemployed. In turn, the workers, being unem
ployed, cannot buy goods. And this makes matters worse. A 
person's power to buy goods depends on the money he gets for 
producing goods; this depends on the possibility of selling tho<ie 
goods, and so on-in a circle. The proc<.>ss of a trade " slump " 
or trade depression, therefore, tends to reinforce itself cumulatively. 

Now, it is perfectly true that, if money could be distributed, 
giving people power to buy, those from whom those people bought 
would also be given the power to buy, and so on-like a rollmg 
snowball. Therefore, say the Inflationists, the only thing nC'cded 
to cure the situation is "more money." But, as we shall see later, 
this is only a " half-truth." It is to be noted in passing that bot! a 

(a) and (b) are, as a rule, satisfied under the present banking sys
tem; (a) by the normal development of the use of cheques, etc., 
which economises the use of the existing stock of money; (b) by tht• 
lowering of the rate of interest on bank loans during a depression. 

The chief fallacy of Inflationism lies in its neglect of the fact 
that money, besides being used as a medium of exchang-e, acts ao; 
a standard of price. It is in terms of money that the prices of all 
other goods are expressed. The level of prices expresses a quanti
tative relation between the goods, which people want for consump
tion purposes, and the money, which people want, as a rule, merely 
to exchange for those goods. When the money gains its value 
chiefly from the fact that it is a commodity (e.g., gold), the quan
tity of money in circulation tends in the long run to be adjusted 
so that the level of prices measures the relati\'e val11es of the com
modity gold and other commodities. When the monr>y is 
inconvertible paper (e.g., Bradbury notes), its quantity in circula
tion will not be affected by its value as a commodity; and it will 
acquire what Marx called an " imaginary value" or price, which 
will depend purely on its quantity, relative to the quantity of goods, 
for which it needs to be exchanged. Said Marx: " Gold circulates 
because it has value; paper money has value because it circulate!>." 
Double the quantity of Bradbury notes, and, other things remaining 
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the same, the value of a Bradbury note will be about halved. The 
level of prices will be approximately doubled. This is shown by 
the experience of the war. 

To put it more simply: money 1s only of use in so faT as it 
enables us to buy the goods we want. No amount of increase of 
money, e.g., pnnting of Bradburys, will by itself bring us the 
food and clothing we want, if the wherewithal to produce them 
is not in existence. It can only happen that, if you or I are given 
more money, we may be able to buy goods instead of someone else; 
but e1:tTybody cannot buy more goods, if those goods are not there. 
As we have seen, the more money there is issued, the higher will 
go the Price Level, since more money increases people's poweT to 
buy,· and if effective demand increases, while the supply of goods 
remains the same, Price must rise. 

To give a concrete instance: the Inflationist, seeing food in 
Argentine and machinery in England lying without purchasers able 
to offer a sufficiently high price to cover the cost of transporting 
them to Europe, may say: " Give more money to Central Europe 
in order that they may buy these goods." They do not see that if 
the banks in Central Europe issued more money, that this would 
inevitably inflate their currencies, depreciate their exchange, and 
so depreciate the purchasing power of the money of Central Europe; 
and Central Europe's power to buy would be no greater than before. 
There might be advantage, it is true, if British banks lent money 
to Central Europe. But the result of this would be for the Foreign 
Exchange to tum against Britain, and consequently to depreciate 
the purchasing power abroad of British money. The advantage 
would be not that of more money all round, but of the better dis
tribution of existing money. Central Europe would gain in pur
chasing power only what Britain lost. 

Therefore, as the American Marxist, Hermann Cahn, has 
shown, there is a contradiction between the two functions of money, 
as a Medium of Exchange and a Standard of Price. Inflationists 
are always crying out for more money as means of exchange to 
" oil the wheels of industry." But more money can only be issued 
at the expense of deprecrating the Standard of Price (which, as 
we know, has many disadvantages), or, in other words, by causing 
a ri&ing Price Level (or Inflation). 

II. 

The Evils of Inflation 
Now, the Inflationist will interrupt us at this point of our 

argument, and will reply that we are wrong in assuming that, if 
the quantity of money is increased, the quantity of goods will 
remain the same. He will maintain that, in so far as more money 
"oils the wheels of industry," and sets them moving faster, the 
supply of goods will increase too, and there will be no rise of 
the Price Level. But here he is wrong; for although, if more money 
means more production, more goods will be produced, the supply 
of goods will not be inCTeased anything like so fast as the supply 
of money under a policy of Inflation. Further, there are reasons 
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to suppose that, although, f<?r the time being, m?re mone~ may 
increase the pace of productiOn,. over a long peno~ and. 10 the 
long run a policy of Inflation w1ll not at all result 10 an mcrease 
in production, but probably the reverse. 

The chief reason why goods will not increase as fast as money 
is as follows:-

Production takes time. Therefore, the "more money" will 
have to be issued before more goods are produced. In the mean
while Prices will rise as a result of this issue of money. The goods 
will ~ell at a higher price, and to exchange goods at this higher 
price more money will be needed than before. The effect of more 
money has become in turn a cause of the need for more money. 
Thus the demand for more money \vill always increase faster than 
the increased supply of goods. For instance, suppose there are 
£wo,ooo,ooo Bradburys in circulation, and we add £ 10,ooo,ooo 
more to permit of £w,ooo,ooo of new goods being produced during 
the year. The result of this will be that prices will rise about ten 
per cent. all round; and the new goods, by the time they come on 
the market, will be able to fetch a price of £1 I ,ooo,ooo. If the 
next year, you intend, not to e.rpund production, but to keep it at 
the same level and turn out the same q.·wntily of new goods, you 
will have to issue, not £ JO,ooo,ooo, but £11 ,ooo,ooo of new money 
to permit of your new production. This will again raise prices by 
ten per cent., and so on the year following. If you wish production, 
not to remain at the same level, but to expand, the increase of money 
rand the rise of price) will have to be still faster relatively to the 
incr<'ase of goods. 

But there are reasons, too, why, not only will goods not increase 
as fast as money, but the rate of increase of production of goods 
will tend to slow down, so that, in the long run, a policy of Infla
tion may mean an actual loss in productivity. First, the effect of 
rising prices is to d;sorganise production, and to stimulate one part 
of industry more than another part. 

There exists under Competitive Capitalism a continual tendencv 
for production in the Constructional Trades (machine making, etc:) 
to go ahead relatively much faster than production in other trades; 
and hence for continual maladjustments to occur, which have con
tinually to be corrected. If they are not correctcd quickly by an 
early checkmg of the rate of expansion of t!Jc Constructional Trades, 
the maladjustment becomes much greater, and the corrective process 
1s, of necessity, more severe. The reason for this tendency is as 
follows: machines, ships, factories, etc., last for some timc, say 
ten ycars. The demand for these is not stcarlv, like the demand 
for most things, but recurrent a11d periodic. If an order is placed 
to-day for a new locomotive, it will not be placed again for, possibly, 
ten years, smce the locomotive has a long life. \Vhcn a trade boom 
starts the~e is a tendency for evervone to place orders with the 
ConstructiOnal Trades; but these orders being once satisfied will not 
probably b~ placed again for several years. This large expansion 
of demand 1s purely temporary, and will not continue at its expanded 
level. But the result of these orders being placed all at once will 
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be the raising of prices and the prolits of the capitalists in the Con
structional Trades; and the competing capitalists, attracted by 
high prolits, will expand their production by employing more labour 
and investing more capital, imagining that the higher level of 
demand will continue. But since the expansion of demand, prices 
and profits, is purely temporary, much more capital and labour will 
have been attracted into those Constructional Industries, than will 
actually be wanted over the next few years, after the temporary 
expansion of demand has subsided. Therefore, as soon as this 
batch of orders, stimulated by the Trade Boom, is satislied, mach.in
erv and labour in the Constructional Industries will be idle, until 
production in other industries catches up to the same level, and the 
mcrcased production of Constructional Goods is absorbed. 

Rising prices increase the prolits of capitalist entrepreneurs 
more than would otherwise be the case; for the entrepreneur has 
bought raw material and machinery at the lower level, and sells 
his products after a period of time at the higher level. Now, 
Price is the index by which the capitalist entrepreneur judges effective 
demand. If Price is rising for other reasons (i.e. , currency 
reasons) than because effective demand has risen, he over estimates 
demand, and tends to produce more than demand at the moment 
warrants. Further, high profits increase the optimism and over
confidence of the entrepreneur, and his errors of judgment are con
sequently greater, and he expands production more than he other
wise would have done. The pendulum being tilted too far in one 
direction, has to swing back again the farther. To put it differ
ently: large profits and higher wages attract increased supplies of 
capital and labour. The larger the profits the larger the supply 
attracted, and so in the end the larger the over-supply. Hence 
Inflation increases the tendency for maladjustment in industry, 
and so increases waste of economic resources and results in lower 
productivity than otherwise would have taken place. The more the 
continuance of Inflation postpones the day of "correction " and 
readjustment, the worse the disproportion and dislocation and the 
greater the·wastage in the long run. 

A further point is that the production of raw materials and 
foodstuffs on the land obey the " law of diminishing returns " (or 
increasing cost). This means that their production expands more 
slowly and at an ever-increasing cost. This fact alone acts as a 
brake on the rate of increase of productivity; and the rising costs 
of raw materials in some industnes may increase so fast as to cut 
into the capitalist's profit, and check production there considerably. 
The supply of labour, too, cannot be very largely increased, once 
the surplus of unemployed has been absorbed; and this fact, too, 
checks the extent to which production can go on increasing at an 
ever greater rate. 

For these reasons Inflation involves a rate of increase of money 
ever faster than the rate of increase of goods. This means a Price 
Level rising at an ever-increasing rate, until the industrial machine 
is probably completely dislocated. This illustrates Marx's conten
tion that it is the circulation of commodities which determines 
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the circulation of money, and not the circulation of money which 
determines the circulation of commodities. 

To sum up the fallacies common to all Inflationist theories, 
claiming that the root of the economic problem is that more money 
is wanted:-

(1). :;\lore money does not necessarily mean more goods. :llore 
money being issued (in the shape of a Bank Credit) in admncc of 
the productiOn of goods, causes inflation; and the inflation of prict>s 
always goes •ahead faster than any possible increase of goods. 

(2). Hising prices disorgaui!'le production by making business 
men over-confident, thereby increasing their liability to make 
errors and by intensifying any tendency to temporary over
production in one line of goods relative to others; for the demand 
for one sort of goods depends upon the production of others. The 
faster prices rise, the more production gets dislocated and slows 
rlown. 

(3). Suppies of raw material and labour .are at any one time 
limited, IJ..nd can only be expanded slowly. 1f the increase of the 
supply of money, stimulating production and the demand for raw 
materials and labour, is faster than the possible increase of the 
Bupply of r.aw materials and labour, the price of t.he latter (owing 
to their scarcity), will rise with ever-increasing rapidity, until their 
cost becomes IJrohibitiYe and makes production in many branches 
unprofitable. This fact alone is probably sulficicnt to produce a 
Trade Depression. 
After all, we have only to look at the chaotic condition of 

Poland and Austria to see practical examples of Inflation. 

III. 

Is the Problem of Production one of Purchasing Power? 
As I have said, in my opinion, the Douglas-New Age theory 

is merely a particular form of Inflationism. " Douglasists " will pro
bably deny this and will say that their scheme will get over thf' 
evils of Inflation. With that point I will deal later. But I have 
spent some time in dealing with the fallacies of Inflationism, 
because the popular appeal which " Douglasism " makes is the same 
as that of all "more-money " fallacies; and because it shares with 
Inflationism the claim that the social problem is one fundamentally 
of purchasing power, and of nothing else; and that it is shortage 
of purchasing power that alone hinders expansion of production. 
Before I go on to deal with the distinctive features of 
"Douglasism," I will outline what are the real economic (as dis
tinct from purely monetary) limits to productivity. Since 
"Douglasism " neglects these, the Douglas Scheme, however much 
it may increase purchasing power, will not bring increased pro
ductivity. 

Let us suppose for the sake of simplicity a period of normal 
trade prosperity, when the whole available labour ::;upply is prac
tically employed (or when the margin unemployed is so small as 
to make only a very small difference to our argument). There will 
be at any one time a fixed flow of goods--food, clothing, machines, 
raw material-out of the industrial machine into the various markets. 
These goods will tend to flow where the highest price offered attracts 
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them. Now, let us suppose that Mr. Get-nch-qu1ck, being an 
optimist, wishes to increase this. rate of -~ow by setting up new 
factories, and so get profi.t for h;msclf. I o do th1s he must first 
of all buy more labour-power and machm,~s and raw matenal and 
set them to work in hts factory. JS'ow, he can only do this by 
attracting those goods to Get-rich-quick factory, instead of to some 
other factory. The method he uses of attractmg them 1s that of 
ofiering a higher price than 1s offered elsewhere. 

To offer this higher price !\lr. Get-rich-quick must have money. 
This is where our friend, the InHatwmst, come m. "Only b)' 
issuing more money or credit to ~Jr . Get-riciHJUick will you get 
the expansion of production you want," he says triumphantly. 
This is true, but it is very 1mportant where that more money comes 
from. That makes all the dtfference. It may come m one of two 
ways:-

(a) The money gi,·en to :\Ir. Get-ncb-quick to buy his new 
machines, etc. , mav be trmtJ/eTTed (either directly by investment 
or through the medium of a bank) from .:\Ir. Put-by-for-a-rainy-day, 
who has saz.!ed it, or postponed his spending of it. In thts case, 
~fr. Get-rich-quick will only be spending what :\lr. Put-by-for-a
rainy-day has abstained from spending. The total consumption 
demand or expenditure of the community will be the same as before; 
the supply of goods coming into the market wdl be sufficient at the 
existing price to satisfy all demands; and Mr. Get-rich-quick's 
action will not result in a rise of prices. 

(b) The money Mr. Get-rich-quick spends may be new money, 
turned out from the printing press, or an additional bank credit, 
which adds to the level of existing bank credits. In this case it 
will be an addition to the existing money supply, not a mere trans
ference. It is not balanced by any equivalent saving on the part 
of Mr. Rainy-day, who spends his money at once this time. The 
consumption-demand of the rest of the community is the same as 
before. Mr. Get-rich-quick's demand for machmes, etc., is an 
additwnal demand. Since the surrlv is for the moment fi.xed, Mr. 
Get-rich-quick can only buy hy bidding in the market and offering 
a hi~;lte1 price, until he has outbid a rival, and transferred the 
goods he wants to himself instead. Ry this process of "bidding " 
he has raised the general level of prices and so reduced the purchas
ing power of other people's money, including that of Mr. Rainy-day. 
This is Inflation. In other words, he has forced Mr. Rainy-day 
or someone else to refrain from buying the machines, etc., by out
bidding him in price. \Ve may c:all this" involuntary saving." In 
this case the new money has added to the existing money supply, 
and hence increased the community's ability to demand goods, and 
as a result, prices have risen in response. In the other case the money 
supply (and hence the ability to demand goods) has not been added 
to, but merely transfe11ed, and as a result no general rise of prices 
has taken place. 

To give a concrete instance: during the war money was trans
~erre<i to the Government by persons who "saved " it and invested 
m War Loan. This enabled the Government to spend this money 
in paying munitioneers' wages, and for them to spend it in buying 



foods, etc., without raising prices. But as soon as the Government 
,paid munitioneers' wages by printing Bradburys, they were creat
mg an addition to the money SUpPly, without any balancing saving 
by someone else. As a result pnces were inflated. This meant that 
the purchasing-power of wages was reduced (i.e., wage-earners were 
forced to save or abstain from buying); and only what other people 
were forced to go without, on account of rismg prices, were the 
munitioneers, whose wages were paid by the Government' in newly
printed Bradburys, able to buy. 

Hence we see that production can only be extended in so far 
as saving or abstaining from what otherwise would have been 
bought takes place in one of these two ways. The quantity of 
social saving ts the material limit to expanded production. No 
amount of purchasing power will enable production to expand 
beyond this limit. In so far as social saving is done in the way 
described under (a), no Inflation takes place. In so far as it is 
done by (b), Inflation of Prices results, and put a concealed tax on 
wage-earners (i.e., it forcibly throws the burden of saving or " going 
without " on the workers). Extension of production is impossible 
in the absence of voluntary or involuntary saving in one of these 
two ways. 

IV. 
Where the Douglas Scheme Fails 

The Douglas theory says that the main evil of the pre!ent 
is lack of purchasing power. If the consumer had enough money 
to buy the goods produced, production could expand, prices would 
fall, and all would be merry and bright. The Douglas Scheme, 
therefore, proposes to set up Producers' Banks in each industry. 
These will issue Financial Credit to capitalists to extend their 
production; and this Financial Credit will be issued solely on the 
basis of estimated ability to produce goods for future use. This 
liberal issue of Credit, say the " Douglasists," will enable em
ployers to set the "wheels of industry " running merrily; whereas 
at present Credit is limited by the need of the banks to keep a 
definite proportion between their Credit Liabilities and their Cash 
Reserves of legal tender currency. They admit that this issue of 
Credit (giving the right to draw money) in advance of production 
will tend to raise prices and so " dilute " the purchasing power 
of fixed incomes. But they propose to remedy this by forcibly 
lowering prices to counteract this " dilution." The lowering of 
price is to be achieved by rather a complicate'd system of price 
regulation, by which price is fixed at the same fraction of cost as 
the total consumption of the community is of the total production. 
The more production increases, the lower price is made to fall. 

But the fallacy of this is that they neglect what has recently 
been shown-that "the quantity of saving is the material limit to 
expanded production." This saving mav be involuntary or volun
tary. By issuing money, to enable producers to buy labour, ma
chines and raw material as Douglas proposes, the spending, not 
the saving of the community, will be increased. By regulating 
prices and preventing them from rising to meet the scarcity of 
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supply, relative to the increased demand brought about by the 
increased money, the " Douglasists " will be preventing Inflation 
from inflicting that forced saving, which alone allows Mr. Get-rich
quick to buy the raw materials, etc., he wants, instead of Mr. 
Rainy-day. The " Douglasists" cannot have it both ways; they 
cannot both inflate credit and deflate prices ! By reducing price;; 
to an artificially low level they are defeating their own ends; they 
are making impossible the only way in which Mr. Get-rich-quick 
can attract the goods he wants into his factory, i.e., by offering 
a higher price for them. 

Yet there is a further fallacy. Under the Douglas price-regulat
ing ratio the price falls as production increases (relatively to con
sumption). But every expansion of production, financed by Credit 
from the Producers' Banks, means increased money, and hence in
creased demand for goods on the part of consumers. At the same 
time prices are reduced, which means that every ;{;1 of money buys 
more than before. And all this before the results of the expanded 
production (which takes time) have come on to the market I What is 
the result? Wholesale shortage! And when you have shortage, 
you must have rationing; or else some people will have excess and 
others none at all. Rationing may be a good or a bad thing; but 
if you are going to have it, why have all the paraphernalia of 
" Douglasism " as well? 

Another fallacy of the Douglas Theory is to be found in the 
way that they try to prove that the money distributed in the process 
of production is never sufficient to buy the goods produced. They 
point out that into the cost of an article there enter two elements:-

(a) Payment to persons: wages salaries, dividends. 
(b) Payments to organisations; to the machine-making m

dustries, etc. 
{ Price = Cost = (a) + (b). 

?\foney distributed to persons = (a). 
Therefore, they say, the fetters on production can only be removed 
by giving people enough purchasing power to buy the goods pro
duced. This they propose to do by reducing Price below Cost, 
and allowing (b) (capital expenditure) to be borne by the community. 
This reduction of Price they consider equivalent to giving "credit 
to consumers.'' 

But their analysis is wrong since payments to organisations are 
also ultimately payments to persons. (b) also becomes (a). Pay
ments to the machine-making industry for machines bought is really 
payment to machine-makers in wages, etc., and these are used to 
buy goods in the market. 

The usual reply to this criticism is, however, for " Douglasists " 
to say that there is a 'difference of time in this, and that the rate of 
flow of (b) into Price is faster than its rate of flow into the hands 
of consumers as purchasing power. As a matter of fact, the reverse 
would seem to be the case, since (b) is usually paid out as wages 
before the finished goods come on the market. But the 
" Douglasists " support their contention as follows: \Vhen money 
is paid out in advance of the production of some goods (x) by a 
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Bank Credit advance, this inflates Price and " dilutes" existing 
purchasing power. This extra money, created by a Bank Credit, 
being paid out in wages, is spent, and being paid to a manufacturer 
is used by him to repay a former Bank Loan. When (x) finally 
comes on the market, there is no money to buy them; for the money 
advanced to finance (x) has been swallowed up again in the Bank
ing System, and all existing purchasing power has been "diluted." 

But the plain answer to this is:-

(r) Prices only rise in the first place in so far as the Cred1t 
issue is an Inflation, and not the result of voluntary saving or 
transference of purchasing power. This happens, not when Credit 
issue is limited, but when unlimited; and by removing limits on 
Credit issue " Douglasism" is increasing this Inflation. 

(2) The appearance of (x) on the market, in so far as it 
means an increased supply, will tend to reduce Price, and so will 
correct the original Inflation of Price, caused by the issue of Credit 
in advance of (x). There will thus be plenty of money to buy (x) 
at its normal cost price. 

(3) But further, the money issued as Credit to finance (x), 
when paid in wages and then spent and used to pay off a Bank 
Debt, does not disappear. The Bank, unless it is pursuing a policy 
of Deflation (which is in contradiction with the Inflation, pre
viously assumed), will re-issue it to someone else-say, to finance 
the production of other goods (y). Hence the volume of purchas
ing power will still be inflated; and the goods (x) will actually 
sell above Cost for this reason, that there is an excess of purchasing 
power in the hands of consumers. 

It should be borne in mind that Price is merely a quantitive 
relation between Money and Goods, and has no separate existence 
apart from the things between which it is a relation. The 
" Douglasists " seem to think it has; and so get involved in the 
amazing confusion that an Inflation of purchasing power can pro
duce an Inflation of Price, which in turn can produce a Deflation 
of purchasing power! Inflation and Deflation together! 

It is to be noted that the " Douglasist " argument about the 
necessity of Communal Control of Credit is quite a different ques
tion from whether the Douglas Scheme is the best way to get it. 
The Soviets in Russia at once nationalised the Credit System, but 
-thank heavens !-they did not use the Douglas system of doing 
it I The fact that so many people are attracted by the muddled 
economics of Major Douglas shows to what length of absurdity 
the lower middle-class mind can go, when terrified by the sight of 
Finance Capital on the one hand, and of the organised proletariat 
on the other. " Douglasism " is a pitiable attempt of the petit
bourgeoisie and the bourgeois-serving " intelligentsia " to save 
Bourgeois Democracy by fettering- the power and depredations of 
Imperialist Finance Capital. 
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v. 
The Real Causes of the Crisis of Capitalism 
"If Finance is not the cause of the present trade depression, 

what then is?" the "Douglasist" will ask. We must conclude 
therefore with a brief resume of the real causes of the existing 
crisis of world capitalism, and show that it cannot be remedied 
by a mere superficial juggling with credit. These causes are as 
follows:-

(1) Europe lived on its capital during the war, and was 
generally impoverished. Plant, roads, railways, mmes, houses, 
etc., were allowed to deteriorate; current im·estrnents (about 
£3oo,ooo,ooo annually) were, in Britain, transferred to purely war 
purposes; Britain alone borrowed £1,200,000,000 from U.S.A.; 
something approaching £1 ,ooo,ooo,ooo of Bntish investments 
abroad were sold (e.g., Dr. Bowley, Dh·ision of the Product of 
Industry; 2s. 6d.). Mr. McKenna has estimated British producing 
capacity at about eighty per cent. of pre-war. That of other coun
tries must show a greater reduction. This means that the demand 
for labour is everywhere lower, and the demand for labour being 
reduced, the price of labour was in most cases higher than could 
be maintained under the new capitalist conditwns, and permit the 
employer an average rate of profi.t. This fact acted as a brake 
on production and brought the trade boom of 1919 and 1920 to 
an end. This is what Keynes meant when he said that Europe 
could not maintain (as a result of the war) its existing population, 
and that millions would have to emigrate; and what Trotsky means 
in his new book, when he says that Capitalism can only stabilise 
itself on a very much lower standard of productivity, involving 
a partial depopulation of Europe. 

(2) Europe lived at the expense of economic adjustment and 
organisation during the war. This happened as follows: the 
demand for the goods of one industry depends upon the production 
of goods in another; for it is in production that the " power to buy " 
is distributed. If, relatively to the demand, the rate of production 
increases or decreases uniformly in all branches, the exchange of 
the goods of one industry against the goods of another proceeds 
smoothly. If, however, as we have seen, production slows down 
in one branch relatively to others, the " power to buy" of the 
people employed in it is diminished; and this means that the 
"power to sell " of another branch is reduced. There is at present 
relative over-production in certain branches of industry, owing to 
the dislocation of the right proportions between the vanous sections 
of the international Division of Labour. This has been accentuated 
by currency inflation and exchange fluctuation and by Government 
regulations which checked some branches and O\'er-stimulated others 
for war purposes. 

During the war Central Europe was impoverished much more 
than was Western Europe; production slowed down relatively to 
production in Western Europe. The result was that England and 
America could not dispose of their products. This is what Trotsky 
and Var~a mean, when they say :-
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"The crisis of 1920 was . . . . a profound reaction 
consequent upon the a.rtificial stimulation that preV'&iled during the 
war and during the two years thereafter, and was based upon 
ruination and exhaustion. . . . The present European crisis is 
one of under-production. It is the form in which destitution reacts 
against the striving to produce trade and resume life on the usual 
capitalist le\·el." 

The depression will continue until the right proportions between the 
vanous branches of industry are more or less restored. This involves 
idleness in those branches which have been relatively over-stimulated 
and gone too far ahead. " 11ore money" will not remedy this. 

The trade boom continued up to the end of 1920 in spite of these 
c01rditimzs, partly because Inflation continued and postponed the 
evil day and because a market was found in South America and 
in the East, which placed orders to make up for war deficiencies. 
This demand was not, however, steady, but purely temporary. When 
this temporary demand carne to an end, and in 1920 the demand 
in the East slumped owing to a famine in China and a bad mon
soon in India, the tide turned in \\'estern Europe and America. 

(3) These economic conditions have been accentuated and pre
vented from recovery by politico-psychological conditions, resulting 
from the Imperialist war. The desire of the Imperialist Powers of 
Western Europe to control vital sources of raw material, e .g., iron, 
coal, oil, and to indemnify their war losses by levying tribute on 
the defeated countries has caused them to carve up Europe into 
political areas, which cut across economic units, and so has still 
further lowered the productivity of Europe. The fate of Silesia, 
Saar Valley, Austria, are examples of this; and every such settle
ment is a political irritant, which contains the germs of fresh con
flict. Extortionate reparation demands ha\'e at the same time 
prevented any economic recovery in Central Europe. The more 
the productivity of national capitalisms decline, the more does 
finance capital, which controls Governments, seek to indemnify itself 
by using the State machine for predatory Imperialist aggression 
(e.g., France and Poland). Thus are sown the seeds of further 
Imperialist rivalry, alternating with declining economic productivit:v 
in a vicious circle. If, in fact, capitalists were all rational beings, 
there would not be this contradiction between the economic demandtii 
of capitalism and the political conditions created by capitalism. 
Actually, however, the mass of men are not rational; and though a 
Keynes or a Loucheur may take a detached long-view, the majority 
think only of their short-period interests. 

(4) This growing impoverishment and decline of the" National 
Dividend" of capitalism causes a falling-off in the demand for 
labour and an increase in economic int>quality, which reacts through 
existing social relations on the psychology of the workers, and 
intensifies the Class Struggle. This enhanced industrial disloca
tion is likely to be cumulative; for the more capitalism declines, 
the more the Class Struggle will be intensified, and in tum the 
more dislocation will take place. 

The orthodox economist always says-and the " Douglasist," 
no doubt, will say it too--that a Proletarian Dictatorship will not 
cure (1) and (2), which are the root of the trouble. Quite true, 
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it will not directly do so; but it will indirectly; for it will cure (3) 
and (4), which are at the present time accentuating (1) and (2) and 
preventing any economic recovery. The seizure of power by the 
workers will cure (4) by revolutionising the class relationships of 
capitalism, which are the prism through which material cond1tions 
project the psychology of the Class Struggle. The seizure of power 
by the workers will cure (3); it will dissolve the contradiction be
tween economic needs and political conditions by abolishing the 
dominance of Finance Capital with its Imperialist aims over the 
State. 

Whether capitalism will be able to attain stability by inter
nationalising itself is another problem of immense importance; and 
whether if it is able to do so along the road of Genoa and Geneva, 
that is desirable, is the main question, which divides Menshevism 
and Communism to-day. Bertrand Russell, who is likely to become 
the theoretical leader of English Menshevism, answers "Yes" to 
both questions. To examine why the Communist answers "No," 
must be postponed to another occasion. Suffice to indicate the 
following points: (a) although it might have been possible in 1918, 
four years of dislocation and of Imperialism have intervened since 
then; (b) the rivalry of powerful groups, e.g., Stinnes and Rathenau, 
British v. American oil companies, etc., is too great to permit of 
anything more than a temporary union; (c) the growing indebted
ness of Europe to America contams germs of inter-continental rivalry 
between the Finance Capitals of Europe and America; (d) an inter
national consolidation of capitalism would be undesirable, since it 
would inevitably strengthen the capitalists in crushing the workers' 
organisation and in binding them in a kind of serfdom, as depicted 
by Hilaire Belloc, with the aid of judicious doses of welfare work 
and Whitley Councils. The honzontal combination of capitalism 
would be accompanied by the forcible vertical combination of the 
workers. 

I mention this to show that the working class cannot afford 
to be led astray by petit-bourgeois currency theories, which claim to 
be able to solve the present crisis, while leaving the more funda
mental economic and social factors untouched. My analysis of 
the real causes of the present trade depression suffice to show, I 
think, what is the only possible remedy for the phthisis of world 
cai:>italism; and to show the futility of the quack remedy of 
"Douglasism." 

THE WORKER 
W orken Oflioe 

32 N. Prederio Street 
Gla-aow 

Weekly 



Book Reviews 
A " Red " Book to be Read 

By H. WYN :"'I CUTHBERT 

Communism and Society. By \\"m. 
Paul. 200 pp. index. 2/6. Post free 2, 9. 
Communist Party, 16, King St., London, 
w.c. 2. T HERE was probably more tru:h 

than some of us were preJ •arcd to 
admit in the anti-Socialist ar;::u
ment "that Socialism is alwavs 

for to-morrow, but never for to-tlay ,-; 
that Socialists had therefore no solutions 
for the urgent problems of the moment, 
and that thev were, in short, mere utopian 
dreamers. Much of what passed for 
"Socialist literature" in pre-war davs 
afforded considerable evidence in support 
of this contention. It was too vague, too 
abstract, and often revealcrl a lack ot even 
an elementary unders tanrliug of social 
conditions and of the problems to which 
those conditions gave rise. 

To-day, however, under the impelling 
force of post-war conditions, all c!as,e; 
in society, and none more so than the 
workers themselves, have been rlriven to a 
serious consideration of immediate social 
realities. The present crushing out of 
"moderate" parties and opinions is an 
inevitable result of this necessity to face 
the naked truth about classes and their 
90cial relations, and to come to grips with 
the realities of life. In his endeavour to 
deal thus faithfully with the probletTL~ that 
5Urround him, the Communist who has 
made a careful study of the literature of 
the movement can derive murh satisfactirJn 
as well as great stimulus to further effort 
from the fact that the theories of Com
munism have been proved true by the facts 
of history, present and past. Indeed. the 
Communist may fairly claim that the only 
true and complete explanation of social 
phenomena from CD.\'e man to c:~pital i st , 
from the incipient struR;:les of Labour 
o.nd Capital at the dawn of the modern 
era, right up to the Ru"ian revolution 
and on to the international cla~s stru!;!gle 
in which we find ourselves engaged at the 
moment, is to be found inscribed in "the 
classics" of international Communist lit
erature. The growth and development of 
this literature is itself a stu rlv of ven· 
great interest to the social student. It 
represents the highe<t points reached h,· 
the consciou>ness of the workers all 
throU&h the capitalist era, and that not so 

much because it was written (when it was 
so wntteu) by actual members of the 
worklllg cbss, but because it accurately 
reflected, as in a mirror, the workings of 
the proletarian cou,ciou>ness. That history 
has yet to be written, and, it is safe to 
add, it will have an intense human and 
l itera ry interest, surpassing in its fascina
tion any other literature of the past, 
for those fortunate generations who are 
dcst ined to live in the Communist era 
which is gradually coming to the birth. 

At the moment that literature finds its 
hi;:hcst exprt•ssion. so far as Britain is 
concerned, in \\.illiam Paul's Communism 
and Society. That th is statement is no 
cxar:gcration can be pro,·ed by the simple 
process of reading the book. The intcl
li"cn t reader, whether he be Communist 
o~~ anti-Communist, will at once realise 
t hat it is impossible to over-estimate the 
social importance and historic signilicance 
of this work. It will ra ise a storm of 
controversy not only in the Labour move
ment, but in political circles generally. 
T he hostile criticisms with which (it is 
safe to anticipate) its appearance will 
be greeted by the capitalist press will 
afTor.J interesting examples of capitalist 
p>ychulogy. The more intell igent anti
Communist critics will be quick to realise 
that the importance o f this book lies not 
in any denunciation of capitalism con 
ta ined in it, but be<:"ause it is in itself a 
re,·elation of the degree of class con
sciousness of under>tanJing of social 
relations to which the most advanced 
sect ion of the workers ha' atta ined and 
to which the great masses must inevitablv 
reach as well . Indeed, the fact that the 
l itera ture of the working class mm·ement 
should have reached this stage of enlight
enment is clear psychological proof of the 
beginning of the end of capitalism. It i~ 
a book that could not have been written 
before the war, and it derives its signifi
cance. not so much from a ny theories tlu." 
author may hold or from the literary 
ab ility with which he elaborates the case 
for Communism, but simply berause it is 
such an amazingly accurate retlex of 
contemporary social conJi tions. Therein 
lies its supreme importance and valu!.". 
The purpose of the book is to show that 
Humanity is now at the cross roads. One 
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way leads to Communism, Liberty &nd 
Life; the other to Capitalist Imperia
lism, Slavery &nd Death. The developing 
industrial conditions compels the worlters, 
a.s the class with whose interests those of 
Humanity are united, to choose one road 
or the other. There is no alternative to 
Communism but that social disintegration 
and ruin to which capitalist Imperialism 
in staggering on to its inevitable destruc
tion is trying to drag down the human 
race. This tremendous pronouncement is 
not made by way of a mere rhetorical 
flourish with which to round off an 
cxtravagant denunciation of the evils of 
Capitalism ; it is not perUted by an 
cmotional visionary seeking to rouse the 
pa~sions of the masses and to goad them 
on to an indulgence in useless violence 
and bloodshed-far from it. It is the 
final conclusion of a. closely reasoned 
line of argument based on the undisputed 
iacts of social evolution which are accu
rately traced from their historic origin in 
the past ages of primitive communism. 

That the book is a tremendous chat. 
h:r.ge to the supporters of the Capitalist 
>yskm goes without saying. It contains a 
tcrriblc indictment of that condition of 
utter moral corruption into which modern 
" politics" have sunk. And the truth of 
that indictment is proved by the numerous 
quotations from the speeches and writings 
of anti-Communists to be found in its 
pa:;:cs. But it is more than that. It is a 
challenge to the Labour Party as well. 
The futility of the divergent views and 
policies of the Labourites is exposed and 
the reasons for their inability to solve 
the problems of modern social conditions 
arc lucidly explained. Yet in order to 
ju.,tify its existence . the Labour Party 
must attempt some solution. It is claimed, 
however, that the problems begotten of 
Capitalism are insoluble except on lines 
laid down by the principles of Commu
nism. But .the Labour Party repudiates 
Communism I So be it. Then the Labour 
Party owes it to the workers whose sup
port it demands and upon whose authority 
it claims to act, to fmu an a11swcr to the 
criticisms of its position outlined with 
such pitiless logic in this book. 

Finally the work is in it;el£ such an 
cxr"'sition of Communist principles and 
c,mtains 50 practical a programme for 
immediate action as to rend,!r it an edu
cation to the working class reader. 
Comrade Paul has long been known for 
his happy facility of expression and for 
the ability with which he is able to 
tummariae the truths of social ac:ieuoe. 
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In none of his writings has he been more 
successful in this respect than in the 
subject of this review. Opening with 
an analysis of the historical origins of 
Communism, the author explains how the 
pruducti ve forces de,;troyed primitive com· 
munism and made way for a social form 
based on private ownership of properly 
and slave labour. A chapter of absorbing 
interest is devoted to (in many quarters 
a much needed lesson I) explaining the 
origin and function of the State as an 
instrument used by the ruling class to 
preserve their property and to suppress 
revolts of the subject class. The State as 
an instrument of class dictatorship is an 
essential element in any social system 
based on class antagonism. How the 
State is used to-day as the instrument of 
finance-capital and its political expression 
Imperialism is graphically portrayed. It 
is from this function of the State that 
there arises the necessity for "the Dicta
torship of the Proletariat," of which much 
misunderstood phrase a perfectly frank 
and lucid explanation is given and its 
temporary nature emphasised. The author 
then presents in twenty pages the essen· 
tials of Marxian economic;, and this with 
a simplicity of language that defies mis
understanding. The commodity status of 
the worker, his freedom to work or starve, 
the necessity for using industrial power 
to enforce political policy, the failure of 
reformist Labourism which creates revo
lutionary activity, all these points and 
many more are ably discussed. Passing 
on to "Capitalist Democracy in Practice," 
the answer is given to the "pure and 
simple" Parliamentarians on the one hand 
and to the anarchist industrialists on the 
other. How the dice is loaded against 
the workers by the Press, by education, 
and by the cinema is clearly shown. 

Parliamentary corruption and the farce 
of representative government are merely 
external symptoms of the decay of Par
liament as a means of government. The 
necessity has now arisen for government 
to be based on industry. Parliament can
not function as an expression of indus· 
trial org&nisation. Hence tlus useless organ 
of the body politic becomes atrophied and 
dies out. The workers have no use for 
Parliament beyond using it as a sphere 
for revolutionary agitation and destruc· 
tive criticism. Meantime they proceed to 
build up the industrial organisation
workers' councils, etc., which will carry out 
economic, social &nd administrative func
tions, satisfying thus the immediate social 
oeeds of tbe masses, IUld aw.earia8 u 
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the new organ of the government . The 
importance of the inrlu;trial organi,;ation 
cannot be sufJicicntly emphasised; throu:.;h 
it is developed the cbss consciousness of 
the masses from which grows the dem:uul 
for the control of industry, "the lo~ic of 
whieh is the destruction of Capitalism." 
The essential conditions for the social re
volution are outlined in a chapter devoted 
to "Tactics and Problems of the Revo
lution." Present day experience shows 
that the usc of phy,ical violence by the 
capitalist class must confidently be c"
pt•ctcd-and the perplexing position into 
wJ.ich the Labourists arc led in con;e
quencc must be read in onlcr to be 
appreciated. But the question of the use 
of force hai got to be faced. At the 
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~lime time capitalism produces world-wide 
revolut ionary situations and the efiect of 
these will be felt here. 

The book concludes with an appeal to 
the workers couched in language of the 
sublimest idealism. "The transition to 
Communism means the dawn of a new 
era, in which will arise the cultural 
dc,·dopment, not of a favoured few, but 
of the entire human family!" One who 
is in sympathy with the ideals of the 
au thor may review, but cannot criticise 
such a work as this. Enlightening Truth 
tkf1cs criticism. It remains for each one 
of us to make this magnificent contri
bution to the literature of our movement 
as widely known as possible. 

The Book Hustlers 
Rc~·oluticm: from 1789 to 1906. Documents selected and edited with Note;; and 

Introductions by R. W. Po>tgate. 400 pp. 9,, net. Plebs Book Dept., 162a, Buckinc
ham Palace Road, London, S.W. I. 

WE are more than ple:1:;ed to 
note. how active are our friends 
in the book derartment of the 
Plebs League. Thr·y JlO" Css 

enthusiasm ancl init iati,·e. TJ,eir latest 
f'nterprise is the production of a special 
cheap edition of R. W. Postgate's Rel!o
luJion. This book is the fruit of a long 
period of patient research work anr! com
bin~s both industry and scholarship. It 
is the most masterlv contrib!llion to re,·o
lutionary history y~t made by a member 
of the Dritish working class movement. 
Wht'n Ret•olulion was first published its 
price was ISs. net. The Plebs Lca~ue 
has now arranged to issue a special 
edition, limited to its own members, at 
half-price-i.e., 9s. For a 400 pa~e book 
-and a Pelican printed book mark you
thr price i1 ridiculously low. Comrades 
who are not Pleb Leaguers, and who 
want the book, had better send in their 
Is . subscription to the secretary :mel thus 
obtain the right to get Postgate's book 
at half-price rates. 

Rn.oolution is a study of the various 
revolutionary movements that existed be
tween 1789 to 1906 as expressed in their 

Have you ordered your copy of 

Communism 

ollicial literature and documents. By no 
means the least important part of the work 
is Postgatc's valu:1ble historical introduc
tions to each period. The very nature 
and scope of the book shows how indil
pensable it is to the more serious minded 
workers in the Labour movement. The 
dat:1 it contains cannot be found in the 
ordinary text-books on industrial history, 
despite the fact that the economic and 
social undercurrents, which were the com
pcll ing forces that led to the rise of the 
revolutionary movement, form the warp 
and woof of any seriou» study of indu~
trial development during the nineteenth 
century. 

We congratulate the Plebs book depart
ment for is-uing this splendid encyclo
pa:~d i a of re,·olutionary movements at the 
sum of 9s. Such business ability show~ 
that all the hustlers are not on the capi
tal ist side; it augurs well for the Labour 
movement that we have some comradel> 
who understand that commercial acumen 
wedded to propaganda enthusiasm is one 
of the most urgently needed things in 
working class Orf:anisations at the present 
moment-particularly in our book depart
ments and literature distributing agencies. 

and Society 
By WM. PAUL 

Price 2/6 Postpaid 2/9 



German Trade 
Since the 

Unionism 
War 

By J. WALCHER (Berlin) 

FOREWORD. 

[Several years ago, many active re~·olutimtary workers in 
tJJis country believed in destroying the old unions and re
pLacing these with organisation> based upon certain theoretical 
concepts. The course of the industrial struggle, during the 
war, showed that the proper course for Communists to adopt 
was to fight the reactionar_y Leaders inside the unions. The 
events of the last fe-zu years modified the outlook of many 
Communists. Judging by a series of brilliant articles written in 
THE WORKER, by Comrade,. R . Campbell, in opposition to 
certain dogmas put forward y a f ew tl-:eoretical " die lzards " 
it would seem that there arc one or two who still cling to the old 
dogma of creating special revolutionary unions. Experience 
is the lest of revolutionary tactics. We, therefore, publish the 
following 'important statement by one of the ablest trade union 
tacticians in the Communist Party of Germany.-

Editor COMMUNIST REVIEW. ] 

A FTER the war the same phenomena were to be observed in 
Germany that attracted attention in other countries. The 
Trade Unions registered a great increase in membership. The 

membership of the German Trade Unions rose from approximately 
2,000,000 m November, 1918, to J,ooo,ooo in March, 1919. This 
development is to be explained by the general political and economic 
conditions in Germany after the armistice. Naturally enough, the 
masses of the proletariat drawn into political life as a result of the 
November Revolution vacillated in their opinions and in the midst 
of the general insecurity searched for a point of support. They 
thought they found such a rallying point in the economic organt
sations which _promised to fight against the impoverishment of the 
proletariat. The most prominent of these organisations were the 
(S~ialist) " Freie Gewerkschaften," i.e. , Independent Trade 
Umons. 

With the exception of the small group of the Spartacus Bund 
and later the Communist Party, the proletariat was not clear as to 
the way out of the impossible situation. It needed, and to-day, 
still needs, lots of experience and agitation in order to destroy all 
the hopes and illusions whtch the workers placed in the Trade 
Unions and the petty bourgeois parties. It needed many revo
lutionary lessons m the so-called " Noske Course "; it needed to see 
the practical results of Democracy in the political field and of class 
collaboration in the economic field, to be able to convince itself that 
it was not only necessary to organise, but to fight . This process 
has in Germany not yet been brought to an end. However, it can 
l:1t' said that the workers' distrust of the policies of the Social 
Democracy and the Trade Unions is continually growing. On the 
one hand this feeling is evident in the increasmg influence of the 
opposition in the TraCie Unions and of the Communist Party on the 
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political field. On the other hand the workers and clerks who have 
been deceived in their hopes and illusions are again leaving the 
Trade Unions and becoming indifferent. With the increasing 
mfiuence of the opposition in the Trade Unions this indifference will 
decrease and the workers who withdrew will re-enter in greater and 
greater numbers, since the Unions are becoming the crystallization 
point of the dissattsfi.ed masses. So much for the general sketch of 
the development of the German Trade Union movement. 

Now for the experiences of the Communists in their activity 
wtthin the Trade Unions. 

The Trade Unions exercised a very strong counter-revolu
tionary influence upon the events of November, 1918. One month 
befC~re, in October, 191S, they had formed a working agreement 
with the German employers. According to the reliable testimony 
of the Syndic of the Associatwn of German Employers, this had 
as its express purpose the neutralising of the threatening revolution 
whose rumblings were already apparent to the ears of the employers. 
This counter-revolutionary activity of the Trade Union leaders was 
unknown to the public and thus it is comprehensible that entirely 
other questions stood in the foreground at the Charter Convention 
of the Communist Party at the end of December, 1918-at a time 
when the workers were still daily demonstrating in hundreds of 
thousands in the streets in all parts of the country. The Charter 
Convention paid only superficial attention to the Trade Union 
questions. However, it was at that time already apparent that a 
number of the delegates had a very simple attitude to this problem 
--the Trade Unions are counter-revolutionary; therefore they must 
be destroyed and we must immediately set to work on the founding 
of new Trade Unions. Comrade Rosa Luxemburg at that time 
replied in the name of the Provisional Central Committee that the 
problem is in no way as simple as all that, and that the Party would 
subsequently have to go to the bottom of the question in a funda
mental discussion of thte matter. The stormy events of the next 
few weeks and months, in which Karl Liebknecht, Rosa Luxemburg 
and thousands of our best comrades were murdered by the counter
revolution, and which compelled the newly born Party_ to carry on 
its work illegally, made a calm discussion of the Trade Union 
question impossible. In the interim the slogan, " Out of the Trade 
Unions into the Unions! " was propagated in Berlin, Central Ger
many, the Northern districts, the industrial region of Westphalia 
and the Rhineland and on the coast. 

The leaders of the Communist Party, with Paul Levi at their 
head, not only did nothing against the spread of this tendency, 
but, on the contrary, supported it with propaganda and material. 
With the consent of Levi a Union of Railwaymen, Agricultural and 
Mining Workers was founded. The practical experiences which 
were made in this field have done more than anything else to con
vince the Co~munists that the propaganda for t~e destruction of 
the Trade Umons and the foundatton of new Umons ts absolutely 
false, and only facilitates the misuse of the masses by the Trade 
Umon bureaucracy. A !ew months after the fouJ?dation of the 
Railwarmen's Unton, ~h~ch had spread over .the. entire country ~d 
was divtded mto 21 dtstncts, 18 of the 21 dtstncts demanded tn a 
National Convention that the Union be dissolved and the member-
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ship re-enter the German Railwaymcn's Union . Similar experiences 
were made with the Agricultural Workers' Cnion. As a result of 
these facts there arose m the Summer of 1919 serious differences of 
opinion in the Party on the Trade Union question. A number of 
comrades held that, in spite of the pract1c.tl experiences, the Party 
was obliged to destroy the Trade Unions. 

Because of the differences of opinion, here sketched out in 
short, there arose sharp conflicts at the Ileicklbc:~ Congress of the 
Party m October, 1919, wluch kd to a spilt. 1 hencctorth, there 
existed two Communist Part1cs -the C<Jllllllllllist Party (Spartakus
hund) and the Communist Labour Party. The f1rst of the two stood 
for the conquest of the Trad(: Umuns and ag-<-~inst the founding 
of new Unions. In addition, tlw two partws ddfN<'d upon partici
pation in Parliament. The Comn:unisl I .a hour Partv was for the 
dt struction of the Trade Lin ions Clnd against l'arliamcntary 
activity. To-day, aft<'r two yt·ars of <kVt·lopment, it can satdy 
lx' said that the tactics of the Conmlllnisr Party, the conquest of 
the Trade Unions, has proven its correctn<'Ss. \\'hill' the Communist 
Party has grown larger and stn•ng"cr, whdc its influence among the 
workers is continually growing, and in the Trade Unions the Com
munists, as the opposition, have alreacly rallic·d around their banner 
large numbers of the Unionists ;md often dictatcd to the reformist 
Trade Union bureaucrats, the Communist Labour Partv 
(K.A.P.D.), is of no actual importance. The Unions founded 
artificially have either partially di c;solvcd, or h:Jvc, like the l\lincrs' 
'Cnion, discarded their former principles ;:md adopter! those of tlw 
Rl'd Trade Union International. The Allg"rrnrine Arhcitcr-Uniun 
(General Labour Union), which has a few adherents in Hamhmg", 
Br•rlin, and s~Jmc other citw", IS ahsolutrly insignificant. The 
" Cnion of Hand and Brain Workr·rs," which w<Js f•)rmcd hv the 
fusion of the ~·liner~· Uninn, th,· A~ricultural \VorkPrs' C~ion, 
and the Hand and Brain \Vorknc: ' 11nion, has affiliated to tlw RC'rl 
Trade Union International and rf'cognises the policy of the Com
munist Party in the TrJdc Union'> as correct. Furthf'r, the Union 
aims to obtain admissi0n in the Trade Unions, in order to 
strengthen the opposition thcrem. At first onlv a few words wen· 
spoken upon our tactics in the Trade Unions. Our methodical work 
in the Trade Unions really first hega n aft<'r the unity convention 
in December, 1920. A special office was attaclwd to the Central 
Committee of the Party, exclusively dr-voted to Communist prop;-~
ganda in the Trade Unions. This hun~au is catled " Rr>ichsgewerk
schaftszentrale der K .P .D." (Nation::1.l Trade Union Heaclquartcrs 
of the German Communist Party), and now consists of five com
rades specialising in Trade Umon work. In orcler to ensure a 
united front of a11 comradf's in the Trade Fnions, WC' called upon 
the Party membf'rs to org;mise all thf' Communists in the Trade' 
Unions to carry on discus"ions, and cre<~te groups, and prcscnt the 
Communist view-point on ;:dl questions th:1t c;nnc hdore the Trade 
Union. In short, we hav<' carried throuv.h tb>c t;-~ctics of "cells" 
as proposed by the Second Congress of the Communist 
International. 

In Germany there are fifty Trade Unions organised in the 
Allgemeine Deutsche Gewerkschaftsbund (General Federation of 
Labour). We have divided these organisations into 15 industrial 
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groups, at the head of which there stands a responsible comrade 
of the Trade Union section of the Communist Party. Furthermore, 
in each of the 28 districts of the Party there is a comrade in charge 
of the Communist work in the Trade Unions. 

Naturally the organisational aspect of our activity was not 
without friclton. The Trade Union bureaucracy rightfully saw in 
our tactics a great danger to their positton, and commenced a 
slander campaign against the Communists. They attempted to 
slander the Communists in every possible way and thus to sow 
distrust between the Communists and the rest of the working class. 
Because of the huge apparatus of the Trade Union bureaucrats they 
had some measure of success in their attempts to incite the workers 
against the Communists. It required some ttme for the workers, 
who had been incited against the Communists, to gain confidence 
in us. The workers very soon realised that we are engaged in the 
determined defence of the interests of the entire labour movement. 
In this situation we made the mistake (in spring, 1921) of convoking 
open national confereno'!s of all the elements of the opposition. That 
is, the calling of the conferences was no error, but it was merely 
a mistake to hold these conferences in public, and not to restrict 
them to our Party comrades. The Trade Union bureaucracy took 
advantage of these conferences to expel a number of our comrades. 
It did not even confine itself to the expulsion of individual members 
but went so far as to expl'el entire local organisations out of the 
Unions. Thus, for instance, in the Building Workers' Union the 
Chemnitz district organisation was expelled and the Halle district 
organisation was also expelled from the Metal \Vorkers' Union. 
We are now at work in an endeavour to secure the re-admission of 
these locals to the Trade Union. In Halle we have succeeded, and 
the Convention of the Building Workers' Union in March will show 
whether our influence is strong enough to put through the re-admit
tance of the Chemnitz organisation. These experiences have natu
rally taught our comrades very much and the Trade Union bureau
cracy cannot to-day expel our comrades so easily and summarily. 
It may be said that our methodical work in the Trade Unions has 
already created a state of affairs where not only expulsions of 
Communists are on the decrease, but the Trade Union bureaucracy 
is now being com{Jelled by the Union membership to reconsider the 
cases of Commumsts formerly expelled. What is more, the Social
Democrats and the Independent Socialists have now " cells " in the 
Trade Unions. 

Naturally the organisation question is only theprerequisite for 
the work of our comrades in the Trade Unions. We first had to 
make a number of mistakes and go through various practical ex
periences before we obtained the clarity necessary to win the con
fidence of the Trade Union members. At the beginning, our 
comrades believed that all that was necessary was to convince the 
masses of the correctness of our views in long theoretical discussions 
with the Trade Union bureaucracy. The detail work in the Trade 
Unions was almost entirely neglected, which thus gave the Union 
leaders a very plausible argument. They said : '' the Communists 
are merely beautiful phrase-mongers, but pay no attention to prac
tical work and the lesser problems of the Union members." This 
cheap argument was very soon taken out of their hands. Our com-
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cades are to-day very active not only as Union officials, but also 
as treasurers, leaflet distributors, branch secretaries. In short, they 
are performing all the detailed work in the Trade Unions. Only 
then can they obtain contact with all the Union members, and then 
it is easy to win the workers for our cause. We take advantage of 
every opportunity to bring forward our views in the spirit of the 
Red Trade Union International. Whether it be a question of the 
increase of dues, the employment of secretaries, questions as to 
leaflets, n.'ewspapers, wage agreements, industrial disputes or labour 
congresses, our groups in the Unions take a stand on the question, 
define our views in resolutions and motions, and determine upon 
speakkrs for the various points in the order of business. In all 
general meetings and congresses the Communists act as a united 
body and dectde upon what our speakers must say, and thus 
attempt to unite the Union members on our position by means of 
motions and resolutions. · 

This is a short sketch of the activities of our comrades in thte 
Trade Unions. We have already had a large measure of success 
and have reason to expect still greater successes in the future. 
We have aldeady mentioned the decrease in the number of expul
sions from the Unions and the re-admittance of the expelled mem
bers, which is entirely due to the increasing influence of the Com
munists in the Trade Unions. Some figures of riecent date will 
serve to confirm this statement. Thus we had I 14 delegates at the 
congress of the Metal Workers' Union in Jena, in September, 1921, 
who ~::_epresented over one-third of the memli.ership of the Umon. 
The Union has now about 1,500,000 members. In Berlin, for 
iastance, our strength is so great that in the election of delegates 
to the congress the Commumst list received ~8,000 votes, against 
31,000 votes for thle Social-Democrats and the Independent 
Socialists together. Our influence among the Berlin Metal Workers 
is almost as great as that of the two Socialist Parties united. The 
state of affaus in other Unions is not quite so favourable, but is 
developing_ along similar lines. In various provinces, as, for 
instance, Rl*nish Westphalia and Wurttemberg, the Communists 
have control of entire city and town O!"£"anisations. In various 
Unions our influence goes as far as the Executive. 

We believe that this short report will give an idea of our 
hitherto experiences. We can sum up as th~ conclusion from all 
our activity that the slogan " foundmg new revolutionary Trade 
Unions," in other words, the destruction of the present Trade 
Unions, is absolutely false. As a result of our practical experiendes 
we can say that the tactics decided upon by the Second Congress 
of the Communist International have proven to be the best and that 
only by the Communists remaining within the Trad!e Unions and 
working therein, can the cause of Communism and the World Revo
lution be served. We are convinded that you in England will take 
our experiences into account in deciding upon your tactics in the 
English Labour movem!ent. These experiences have already been 
successful in Germany, Soviet Russia, Czecho-Slovakia and 
Austria. 

We are sending you, together with this article, a number of 
important publications of the Party, from which you will be able 
to obtain further information upon our work in the Trade Unions. 



The Comintern 
Resolutions on the United Front 

T ll E fo llowing resolu tion on the 
Uni ted F ront , presented by the 
Presid ium o f the Comintern, has 
been ado pled ; the votes of the F rench, I ta lian , and ' pani'h de lega tions 

were agai nst . 
' · Aft~ r n d iscussion which has clea red up nil misun derstand ings and has shown 

that tile tactics of the un ited f ront as it i; proposed by the E:cc·utivE' does not mean an enfeebleme nt of the oppo; ition 
l<> reformism but the conti nuation and development of the ta c: t ics fo Li owctl by the Th ird Congre,s and by the na tion:1l s,•,·t ions, the Enlarged E xecut ive cotdinn5 
the DeC"e miJer Thcsl's on the uni te·<.! f ront . 
l t instructs the Presidium to come to an 
a~reement with the delegations o f a ll the important sections regarding the imme
diate measures which should be taken in the respecti ve count ri es for the carrying 
out of the dete rmi ned tactics, and which, natu rally, should be adapted to the situa
tion of each cou ntry ." 

Th e defeated mot ion of the French, 
I tali an and Spa nish delegat ion was as 
fo llows:-

" The En lar~:ect E xecutive declar<'S tlw t 
the T heses of the Th ird Congress con
cerning the Appea l to the :1.1ru.scs and the 
gathering of a ll workers with the a im of struggling fo r the im mediate demancl< o f the prolet:u iat. shall be sr ru pulou<lv 
a pplietl by all sections of the Communi' t I nternational. The;e should uti lise the 
tendency for the unificat ion of the fight, wh ich tendency is becoming mani fest 
a mongst the workers. 

Du t it decla res that this necessary action 
should be led w ithout nny fo rmal a pproach 
to other politica l pa rties, which a re in-

capable to serve, efficiently. even the mo-rt prc,.ing demands of the work ing class." 
On the question of the propo>ed Con

ference of the three I nternationals the following resolution has been carried:-
"The Enlarged Executive of the Com

munist I nternationa l, taking note of the 
proposition of the Vienna International, 
dccl:!.rcs for the participation o f the parties of the Communist Jnternational in the 
projected Con fc rcncc. 

T ht• Enlarged E xecut ive of the Com
munist Internationa l also proposes the par licitwlion in the Confcrenc<' of niL ind lJ>tria list Federat ions and 1\~-o.-i a l ions 
both nationa l and i ntcrnational; of the Red I nternational of Labour Unions ; of 
the Internat ional Fetleralion of Trade Unions (Amsterdam International); of the 
C.G .T.U- of France : of the I talian Syn
d ica list Union (U -S. I); of the American F edera tion of Labour and of other auto
nomou in dust rial associations . T he Co mmunist Internationa l also considers it 
necessary to invite the principal anarcho
synd icalist organisations: the 1.\V.W., the Shop Stewa rds, etc . The International 
Con ference ought to be an effective and 
uni ,•ersal rcpre entati011 of all Labour 
orga nisations of the world. The world conference of labour organisations should put one great task before itself, the (Jf'ga-
1Zisation of th e d efensive fi t:hJ of tlte 
work ing class against int rrn.ational Capital. 

The capital ists of the " hole world have 
(Xbsed into a S)'5tcmatic offen,ive against the working cla'>s. Everywhere wages are 
being reduced, working hours lengthened; and unemployment, taxes. and hunger 
and destitution are increasing. 



World imperialism utilises the divisions 
of the working class and endeavours to 
impose upon its shoulders the burden of 
the financial and economic consequences 
of the world butchery. 

The Imperialist policy continued after 
the war, and which finds its most striking 
expression in the Versailles Treaty, has 
divided the whole world into new rival 
camps, and has led to new attempts of 
imperialist alliances which must fatally 
lead to new wars. Washington, and 
Genoa, are the halting places of this new 
expedition to ravage the world and are 
the workshops where future wars are 
forged. 

Even the leaders of the International 
Union of Transport Workers (affiliat~d 
with Amsterdam) and r~ently also those 
of the International Federation of Metal 
\Yorkers (also affiliated with Amsterdam) 
denounce before the proletariat the 
imminence of this danger. 

In face of such a situation, it is 
necessary that all workers should close 
their ranks without any delay, for the 
defence of their most elementary and im· 
mediate interest. Those, who under these 
conditions reject the formation of a united 
front, prove with it that they are partisans 
of a united front of the workers with the 
bourgeoisie. 

The Communist International proposes 
that no other questions should be dealt 
with at the futur,e International Confer
enoe but those concerJling immediate, 
practical, and concret,e policies of the 
working masses. T~ agenda of the Inter· 
national Conference shall have only one 
objecti~. namely to secure unity in action 
of the working masses, as this can imme· 
diately be realised in spite of the existiJ:1g 
«soential political divergencies. 

The mas;oes who are quite aware of the 
deep motives of these divergencies, never· 
theleso;, together with the great majority 
of the working class, demand unity in 
action for the urgent and vital interests 
of the proletariat. This imperative will, 
arising from the depth of the working 
masses, is in complete accordance with the 
attitude of the Communist International. 

The Communist International main
tains its fundamental conception of the 
tasks of the working class in the present 
revolutionary period. It proclaims that 
only the dictatorship of the proletariat 
and the Soviet system can lead the world 
out of capitalist anarchy. But it also 
knows that the way leading to the final 
battle puses through the struggle of the 
united worJcin& muM& a~i01t the attackll 
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of the capitalist class; and this is the 
reason why it is prepared to participate 
in an International Conference which 
would serve the cause of united proletarian 
action. 

The Communist International arcepts 
the agenda of the Conference as proposed 
by the Vienna International, viz., a de
fensive fight against the capitalist offensive 
and a struggle against reaction, as an 
addition it proposes to complete the agenda 
with the following items:-

1. Preparation of the fight ~gainst new 
imperialist wars. 

2. Relief action for the reconstruction 
of the ~onomic life of Soviet Russia. 

3. The reconstruction of the devastated 
territories and the attitude towards the 
imperialist treaties of Versailles. 

The Enlarged Executive is of the 
opinion that owing to the present world 
situation, it is necessary that the Interna
tional Conference of labour organisations 
should meet at the same times as the 
economic conference of the various 
countries in Genoa: this has already been 
suggested by the Socialist Party of 
Denmark belonging to the Second Inter
national. 

The progress of events assures the 
victory of communist ideas amidst the 
world proletariat. The quicker the gather
ing of the great masses for the defence 
of their elementary interests, the nearer 
will be the victory of Communism. 

To this declaration the French, Italian 
and Spanish delegations put forward the 
following motion, which was defeated:-

"The Enlarged Executive, after dis
cussing the invitation addressed to the 
Communist International by the Vienna 
international for the participation in a 
common conference of the Second, 2i, and 
Amsterdam Internationals, decides not to 
accept it." 

After the vote in the name of the 
French, Italian, and Spanish delegations, 
Marcel Cachin read the following decla
ration:-

"We have accomplished the mandate 
with which we have been charged. We 
have expressed our attitude and defended 
our motions up to the vote. It seems to 
us that the reformists of all countries are 
parting more and more with the working 
class and that they follow a policy con
trary to the daily defence and welfare 
of the proletariat. 

We do not doubt that they will be, 
under any conditions, the adver>ariei and 
saboteuti of the real \lnittd front of the 
working musea. 



The J!:xecutive is in accord with us at 
this point, though they do not entirely 
accept our viewpoint. 

\Ve bow hefore the majority whi~h has 
accepted the tactics proposed by them. 

\Ve ask you, however, to consider, vrry 
earefully, the si~nificance of the vote. 
Three countries have unitedly express•·cl 
their reservation. \\'e record with satis
faction that through repeated declarations 
the .ix.cutive pled~:ed it;;el£ to take into 

accnunt the situation with regard to the 
practical execution of these decision& in 
the various countries. 

As to ourselves, comrades, you may be 
assured, that in this case as in any other 
one, we remain disciplined and true to 
the resolutions of the Third Interna
tional. The debate which has ended to
day has shown that the Communist Inter
national continues to be more than e....
the van-guard of the world proletariaA 
revolution." 

Report of the Berlin 
Conference 

The Three Internationals Meet 
Declaration of the Delegation of the 3rd International 

T HE Delegation of the Comintern 
considers it their duty to i&Sue 
the following declaration, already 
issued at the commencement of the 

negotiations with the representatives of 
the Executives of the 2nd and Vienna 
Internationals:-

It i1 the first time si~ce 1914, the last 
se~sion of the International Bureau in 
Brussels, shortly followed by the world 
war and the breakdown of the 2nd Inter
national, that the repre.;entatives of all 
parta of the International Labour move
ment, who once belonged in a united 
international organisation, sat down nt the 
same table for ne:;otiations. 

Thia fact 'hould not pa.s unnoticed. 
Thi• Conference should not ~;tart without 
stating to the international proletariat, 
what caused the ~;reat split. It was caused 
due to the fact that certain elements of 
the working class movement entered into 
a tem;:>ora,-y community of interc.;t with 
the Imperialist States, the effect of which 
was expressed in a counter-revolutionary 
attitude on the part of many parties and 
organisations of the working class. 

A. long as the working class is not 
united in a common fight for its interests 
against international capital, a~ long as 
it does not break with the coalition with 
the representatives of Capitalism, and 
does not enter the fight for political 
power, so long the split will last and will 
mean one of the most important sources 
of capitaliat power. This fact cannot be 
altered by any complaint• or by any 
<~•~. llecauie the working class has not 

yet awakened for its united fight, becaUM 
it has not yet learnt, in the struggle, to 
understand that Capitalism can only be 
overcome when the great majority of the 
proktariat seize power by a revolutionary 
light, and establishes the dictatorship of 
the working masses, therefore we declare 
that the unification of the three interna
tional organisations of the proletariat. 
w h[ch at present follow different policiea 
is entirely utopian, and therefore harmful. 
But this understanding does not prnent 
us from seeing what the general wodd 
aituation imperatively demanda. 

The working class must unite in a 
defensive fight against world capitaL in 
spite of all the deep separating di'"er
gencies. When, at the (:Oncluiion af the 
war the armed enthuiiastic workin~t 
masses returned home they realised that 
democracy, and the welfare of the people 
for which they were alleged to have bled. 
was nothing else than a Capitalist lie to 
mask and hide the fight of capital for 
interest and profit. At that time would have 
been the opportunity to have OYerturned the 
Capitaliit world. But the irresolutenesi of 
the large masses of the working claas and 
the democratic illusions which were apread 
among them, which were systematically 
fostered by the Reformist parties, witb 
their open and hidden coalition with the 
bourgeoisie, prevented the majority of the 
working class from following the glorious 
example of the Russian Revolution. In
stead, many of them supported world 
capital in it;; attack upon the first a!tack 
of the proletariat. The working .maaMI of 
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the whole world can now feel, on their 
own bodies, the consequences of this 
policy. The international bourgeoisie is 
incapable of bringing order into the world 
except upon the basis of the capitalist 
•ystem and this means to enforce the pre· 
war standard of life and even worse upon 
the proletariat. For the capitalist world, 
•Lattered to its deepest foundations, has 
•till sufficient strength to try to impose 
tl'e e.:penses of the war upon the pro
letariat. 

The world bourgeoisie has not yet given 
up the hope that it may realise a big 
part oi its war debts through the increase 
of the exploitation of the German pro
letariat, through the reparations payment, 
through the exploitation of the whole 
Rus;ian nation and a peaceful penetration 
of Soviet Russia (whom to defeat with 
arms the bourgeoisie was incapable), 
through the exploitation of the newly 
formed states who are used as instruments 
of the military and Imperialist policy o i 
the big states, and through the increased 
exploiution and suppression of the 
colonial and semi -colonial nations (China, 
Persia, Turkey). But certain circles of 
tLe International bourgeoisie who have 
not yet understood that it is hopeless to 
extort hundreds of milliards from the 
impoverished masses of the defeated 
S'nte., or from Soviet Russia and 
the Colonies, even they understan<l
were they successful in attaining their 
object-that such enormous extort ions 
would not be sui6cient for Caoita list re
construction. Therefore, the b'ourgeoisie, 
all over the world, is launching its 
off~nsive against the working class. It 
tries to lengthen the hours of lahour 
in all countries, in spite of unemploy
went. And for this reason it demands 
reductions in wages. In this way, it is 
boped, that the International working 
class shall pay all the expen.;e; of the 
war, and thus create m~ns for the new 
strengthening of the Capitalist worlrl 
!)'stem. This position plares imf>Ortant 
problems before the international workin~ 
class. Either it will unite now for the 
defensive against all the attempts of 
international Capital, either it will march 
unitedly against the attempt of the econ
om ic exploitation of defeated countries, 
of Soviet Russia and of the Colonie;, 
eit~r it will struggle against the waves 
of lO<·k-out.s, and fight for the cancellation 
of the Versailles Treaty, for the re<·o·~ 
n n ion of Soviet Russia and for her 
economic reconstruction and for the con
trol of production in all aountrico, or it 

5i 
will bear the expenses of the Peace with 
its bones and its health in the same way 
as it paid for the expenses of the war. 

T he Communist International calls upon 
the working masses, without consideration 
of their opinion re;::arding the ways and 
means leading to the final victory, that 
they should unite for the fight against the 
present o!Iensive of capital and attack it 
in a most energetic manner. The Com
munist Iuternational has, therefore, issued 
the slogan of the Proletarian United 
Front for the fight against the bourgeoisie, 
and h:lS welcomed the initiative of the 
Vienna International in calling for an 
International Labour Congress. It see& 
in the present and in the proposed Labour 
Conference a means for united action io 
the coming labour fights. 

T o ensure that this Conference shall be 
a successful one, the Communist Interna· 
tiona! proposes that all p roletarian indui
trial organisations should be invited to 
pa rticipate. The Trade Unions comprise 
the majority of the proletariat. They 
comprise the working masses, irrespectiYe 
of their political differences, they compriS~" 
the masses struggling to secure their daily 
needs . If the International Labour Con
ference is not to be a mere demonstration 
but a real unity of the international in 
action, then the Trade Unions must partid
pate in it. The split of the central organi· 
sations of the proletariat and even of the 
mass organisations is no reason against 
but is a reason for, the participation of 
the Trade Unions. Just because the Trade 
Unions are grouped around two inter
national centres, is the most urgent reason 
for un ited action at the present moment. 
\Ve propose an invitation be sent to the 
Amsterdam Trade Union International, 
to the Red International L:tbour Union, 
to the Syndicalist organisations which 
stand apart from them; invitations also 
to be sent to the American Federation of 
Labour, and the various other independent 
industrial organisations. 

As to the proletarian political partie;, 
we propose that be., ides the represcntat i ves 
of the pa rties affiliated with the three 
Executives, also those Parties and Party 
groups should be inYited which stand 
outside these International orga nisations. 
We have in mind all the Anarchist and 
Syndicalist organisations, etc. They are 
not big in number but they comprise 
honest revolutionary labour elements who 
should be enrolled in the general fighting 
front of the proletariat. 

Strong differences »eparate ull from 
tht~~~c ~: roupi. We eouaider it to be eoar 
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duty to try and s~cure an uncler~tanding 
with them, regarding the problems of 
united action, at a time when the situation 
has necessitated the making of an agree
ment between us and the Reformist Partie~ 
whose poliey reacted against the intere,ts 
of the working class and furtherer! the 
deviations and errors of these Leit Wing 
elements. 

We consider the calling of an Interna
tional Labour Conference in the shortest 
time as being highly imperative. The 
Genoa Conference shows an attempt 
of world capital to introduce a new 
division of the world, a new world capi· 
talist system. Durin~ the \'ersailles Con· 
ference the international working cla;s 
remained irresolute and incapable of 
artion. Only Soviet Rus;ia fought, arms 
in hand, against the attempt of capital to 
enslave the whole world. To-day, after 
three years of l'apitalist dccompo,ition 
and chaos, Soviet Russia stands un· 
touched and victor ious in the military 
sense. But she is the suh j crt of heavy 
"peaceful" attacks of world capital. 
Now is the time to give practic::d help 
to the first State, whi>h has created and 
formed the first wa,·e of the world 
revolution, a~ainst the atternpl• to force 
it into economic capitulation. 

The German masses, in spite of th~ir 
desperate resistance, have become the 
wage reducers of the world proktari:tt
thanks to the compktc capitulation of the 
German bourgeoisie before the Entente. 
The fight of the German mas;es against 
the Reparations policy of the allied powers 
is a fight for the standard of life for the 
working masses in the Entente countries 
and in America. 

If the international proletariat does not 
oppose with all its eneq;y the policy of 
the Versailles Treaty, the attempts to 
economically strangle SO\·iet Ru" ia , the 
ravaging of the Colonic<, and the exploi 
tation of the popula tion of the ncwlv 
;formed Stat<?s, one cannot even dream of 
palliating unemployment or of minimising 
the economic crisis. Thercfon·. the inkr· 
nanonal " ·orking class mu <t rai;e it< 
voice during the Genoa Conference. It 
must try to force the Genoa Conference, 
whose work is alleged to be the recon · 
struction of world economy, to be bu<y 
with the labour question, with unemnlov
ment, and with the 8-hour day. There 
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must not be another Versaille~, where the 
representatives of certain labour organisa
tiollJi, behind whom there were no fighting 
masses, requested the Entente, with hats 
in their hands, to consider the interes~ 

of the proletariat. Relying upon fighting 
masse; the international representatives of 
the working class mu;t call to account the 
representatives of world capi tal, gathering 
in l;enoa, for the promises so shamefully 
broken. 

The Delegation of the Communist Inter
national, without c-oncealing for a single 
minute the vital things that separate us 
from the Rdorm;st and semi-Reformist 
Parties. is prepared to join and to support 
with all its ,power the unl!ed fight of the 
international proletariat. It can do this 
the easier, because it is convinced that 
every day of the fight, and every experi
ence of the fi~ht, will show ever more 
ciParlv to the mas<es of all countries that 
no c~rnpromise with Capital can secure 
them peace and decent condit ions. To at· 
tn in these a victory of the proletariat is 
first of all necessary. In this new struggle 
the proletariat will begin to understand 
that it ml'st take in its own strong hanrls 
the organisation of the world in order 
to build it up in accordance with the 
interests of the overwhelming majority of 
the population. 

The Delegation of the Communist Inter· 
na tional, for all these reasons, proposes 
that at the coming International Confer
en('e only those concrete questions should 
be dealt with whirh serve the immt'riiat~ 
practical united action of the working 
,m.<us and which do not separate but 
solidify them. Therefore, the Delegation 
of the Communist lnternatior.al proposes 
that the following he the agt>nda for the 
International Conference:-

1. The fight against the Capitalillt 
offensive. 

2. The fight against reaction. 
3. The preparation of the fight agair.11t 

a new imperialist war. 
4. Support and reronstrurtion of the 

Russian Soviet Republic. 
5. The Versailles Treaty and the rP· 

construction of the deva•tated 
territories. 

Siped, 
Dele;;ation of the Executive of the 

Communist lnl1nzali onal, 
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Diary of the Berlin Conference 

THE FIRST DAY. 

T HE Conference opened on the 
2nd of April in one of the halls 
of the German Parliament. 

The delegations were compo;cd 
of the following members :-Third Inter
national: Bucharin, Radek, Zetkin, Fros
sard, Stoyanovitch, Smeral, Katayama, 
Rosmer, Warski. As guests: Bujanovioz 
and Vuyovitch. 

Vienna International : Adler, Crispien. 
Longue!, Bauer, Czermak, Wallhearl. 
Martov, Kalmin, Faure, Grimm. As 
guests: Schrieder, Abramovitch, Kaplam
>ki, Bracke, Locker, Dittman, Compere 
and Morel. 

Second International : Vandervelde, 
Huysmans, Wels, MacDonald, Tom Shaw, 
Gosling, Vliegen, Stanning, Mueller, 
Tcheretclli. As guests : de Man, Dr. 
Adolf Braun, Schill, Lutkens, Bo,·ina, 
Grill~. Cox. 

Socialist Party of Italy: Serrati with 
decisive voice, Adelchi and Domenico 
with comultative voice. 

The presidium of the Conference con
sisted of Clara Zetkin, Friedrich Adler, 
Tom Shaw. 

Friedrich Adler opened the Conference 
,.-ith a speech explaining the motives 
which led the Vienna International to 
make the present Conference possible. 

Then Clara Zetkin made R declaration 
in the name of the Executive of the Third 
International, and described the history 
of the Labour International, or better. of 
the Labour movement, since 1914, when 
the shameful attitude of the Second 
International caused the split of the Inter
national. (Full statement of this decla
ration appears on page 52). 

In the afternoon session Vandervelde 
spoke on behalf of the Executive of the 
~=and International. Amongst other 
things he declared:-

" \Ve have some reserve with regard to 
the agenda. It is planned that we should 
o:xamine the means hr>w to discharg-e the 
German proletariat from the o'>li·~"t:ions 
r>f the Versailles Treaty. This solution 
,.-ould please undoubtedly the Gcrrmn 
proletanat, and even Stinnes, but it woulrl 
pl~ase even less the workers of the 
countries who have suffered mostly the 
rlamagcs of the war and who have made 
large advances for reconstruction. 

Hut there is one point where we agree 
with the Viennese and Third Interna
tionals ; it is desirable to organise the 

socialist proletariat of the whole world 
for the defensive against capitalist re
action .... " We have nothing against 
common conferences. 

We want to put some questions before 
the Third International. 

First, we must demand guarantees of 
good faith, guarantees against the forma· 
tion of nuclei, against attempts of new 
splits to break the proletarian unity in 
those countries where this is still existing. 

The second question is, that in the 
movement, when the defence of the pro
letariat is being organised, also those 
comrades of the Border States--as those 
of Ukrania, Georgia, Armenia, who are 
in a clip between Kemalist and the Red 
army-should have a word against that 
foreign influence, which they are calling
in my opinion with full right-bolshevist 
imperialism. 

And there is a third serious question, 
which has deeply moved the socialists of 
all countries. This is the question of 
political prisoners. We ask the Commu
nists : Will you allow: those who are in 
prison at present in Ru.ssia, and who are 
in danger of being executed, who, after 
having starved in prisons under the Tsar 
are now starving in the same prisons 
under the regime of the Third Interna
tional, will you allow them to be present 
at this Conference ? 

I must state at once, that these three 
questions should be solved first of all. 

After the speech of Vandervelde Paul 
Faure read the declaration of the Vienna 
International. The following are the most 
important parts of this declaration:-

" .... The Executive of the Vienna 
International states that the working masses 
of Russia, under the dictatorship of the 
Communist Party, are deprived of every 
political right and of every industrial 
freedom; the socialist partie.s are perse
cuted with terroristic means and are 
deprived of any possibility of activity, 
and that the right of self-determination 
of socialist Georgia has been violated by 
military occupation. The Executive of 
the Vienna International considers as a 
necessary condition for a real united 
front of the whole proletariat, that equal 
political rights should be given back to 
the socialist parties of Russia, freedom of 
political and industrial autonomy to the 
workers and peasants of Russia, and the 
right of self-determination to the working 
population of Georgia." 

'' .... The Executive of the Vienna 



Int.rnational further r-entearl5 that in 
many capitalist countrie~. e,·en in t!1me 
w~re the Right Wingo Sociali;t Parties 
are part•cip:lting in the Government, Left 
Wing Socialist and Communist Parties 
are oppressed hy brutal pl'rscc utions, and 
the ri~,;ht of self-detnrnination of the 
nations is violatl'd by such govemments. 
Th<' Execut1ve decLtres as an indi>pCn· 
sable cond:1ion of the prole1arian u11ited 
front that all socialist p:trt ies sho:lld make 
every eliort to re-establ "!1 fu II freedom 
of speech for the ConLnunist ParLies as 
well as for all socialist p trties and to 
enforce the lih,.ration of the num( rous 
victiu1s of rrvolutiouary ~trugglcs wiHJ 
arc 5till suffering in prhons .... " 

After the provot·ati,·e utterance of 
Vandervelde and the st atemcnt of the 
Vienna lrlle:national, Ra•!ek male a grc·at 
speech, the important parts of whic11 we 
translate from the Rcrlin lndc..,,·nrl.'nt 
Soeiali5t organ, fir,·ihdt. He said:-

"In our declaration we placed our.- elves 
on the grounrl of the invitation made by 
the Viennese International. \\'e desist 
from balancing the accounts of the past, 
not because of our Itkin~ to suppress that 
which ought to be said, but becau><:o we 
have before our eye_, the misery of the 
pre,en t moment. 

The rcpre-sentativ~ of the Seconrl Inter
national considers it to be important to 
draw a certain balance from his si<le. Jle 
~poke .in the 5ame manner as before in 
Basel. when he made an oath to lead the 
International to tight agait.st the "·ar. 
In the mea,,time th;s voice of \'a,:dervclde 
was rlrowncrl bv the roarin;:- of the 
cannons. If we, rlraw a ha 1ar.ce o' t'--e 
pa'f ~ight years, the balance which will 
perhaps hlow up th" Conferenrc, anrl it 
will not sound plca,allt to t'-.e ears of •he 
late royal minister of Belc:ium. lie has 
forgotten the sea of blood and the 
mountains of corpse•. After ouch a 
balance l1e comes to us and says: 'A 
little confi•lence. a minimum of confi,:enrr, 
the slightest con ftdcncc, anrl if yo!! do n.Jt 
give us this confidcna on credit we ha vc 
nothing to di!->c·us.s about,· and we an.;;wer 
in the face of citi1en \'andcn•clrl~: ':'\ot 
a farthing of confirknce.' 

We ask tJ,e reJ•rcscntat.ivc. nf th<' Setoorl 
International' \\'here is t :,e tribunal of 
all the three Internationals wltl) ha,·e tn 
try the murderers of Rosa Lnxembt~rg 

and Karl Liebknecht? They have !wen 
sentenced by the enwrgency. tribunal of 
the Berlin Guards Divi.,itHl, and if you 
dare to speak of the Ru>Sian trilnu;als. 
then we tell you: 'Hands off, ere they 
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have been washed clean from the blood 
of Luxemburg, Licbknecht and Le,·ine.' 

Ii you are lighting now tOi(cther with 
us, tngethn with the proletariat of all 
countncs, for a piece of bread, then the 
workers will draw ne.ar each other in the 
fight and then we shall jud,::e you not 
on the basis of the ternblc past but on 
the ground of the new facts. As long as 
these facts are not at h:1n 1 we go into 
thcoe nr6ol;ations, cold to the very heart 
with the· deepest mistrust that yoll will 
fail ten times in the fi~ht. 

l\;ow about the conditwns. The Secon<i 
International ha' attempted a darmg attack 
and t!te V icnne.-.e International nolens
volens (wtllmgly or unwillingly) has ma,Je 
;omc muSic to accompany it. I speak of 
the conditions t!.at the gentlemen of the 
Second lntcrnatJOnal have put before u.-. 

After having reiuted the accusations r~ 
Cl'Or;_;ia anti the Russiaa Social Revolu
tionaries, Radek conclu,led: 

'' \\'e are not accustomed to try to 
avoid discussions. Thcreiurc, if you want 
discussion we shall make a talmla rll"' 
(clear table) at this Conference and shall 
put before you tlte balance of the eight 
years. \\'e shall remind the German 
Social-Democrats w!to are now s!.outing 
• Hands otl the So~ial Revolutio!Jaries! ' 
that the fighters of the Ilavanan Soviet 
Repubiic have been imprisoned since 1919 
in Bavaria, and the militants of the March 
rising arc alsu slill in German prison,~. 

In co11clusion, we propose a Confer
rna of aclimt which has to dcli 1Jerate 
what we ought to do in this mome:~t 
when Capital· is gathering its forces. That 
is our tro;·rammr. If yon desire be;;id~s 
this to lead discus.sions we are prepared 
to go into the discussions. But in order 
to tranquilise the delicate feelings of 
\'ant:ervelde and \\"els w1th regard to th" 
Lite t'f the accthed Soc:al Re,·olution
aries: Show that you arc bett~r men th:ln 
we are--propose to exchange the Russian 
terrorists sanddic<l hy you, for t11e mili
tant.> of the Uavarian Soviet Republic 
and oi lhe ~larch action-and we shall 
ace• ill the propo;als. 

For lhe,e rea'o"' I sav to you. if you 
want to '-mac.:.h lhi" Confcr("nce yo11 mav 
do ,o. But vou will bear the "''POll',]· 
hility for it.'; 

SECO:'\D DAY. 
There was no meeting- on the 3rd of 

.\pril owing to the dtl1erences which h:ul 
become so manife,t in th~ spec•chr" of 
Vandef\'clde and Radck. The delec:ation 
of the Comintern sent a writt,•n commu
nication to both ll1e Second and the 



Viea.. lnteraatioaal explaiaing their 
attitude with regard to the incident and 
the continuation of the Conference. 

THIRD DAY. 
~r Clara utkin had opened the 

meeting, Ramsay MacDonald spoke in the 
name of the Second International. His 
lpeech may be summarised in the fol
lowing words:-

" I must admit that I have come here 
•ith very little hope. But when on 
Sunday the representative of the Third 
International spoke, even that little hope 
daappeared. The representatives of the 
Second International have already clearly 
declared, in Frankfort, that they are 
willing to come to a Conference, but 
before there may be any question of 
common action, some questions must be 
made dear. We cannot come to common 
artions, because you do not give u• 
guarantees. Vandervelde has already men
tioned the Border States . Gcor;::ia has 
bad a socialist government, the p.trty 
which was responsible for this go,·ernment 
is sitting at this table. They have he~n 
suppressed with armed force . How can 
we meet together, how can we act to.::c:ther 
u long as the military occupation of 
Georgia is not raised. We demand the 
formation of an impartial commiosion to 
uamine the position. You cannot ha,·e 
at one moment a military imperiali<tir 
attitude and transform it in the ne't 
moment into a communist one. You l;eep 
the political prisoners in the prisons of 
Russia. You operate, in order to raise 
oar feelings, with the names of Licbknecht 
ud Luxemburg. Rosa Luxemburg wanted 
to free Germany. The political prisoners, 
kept in your prisons, wanted to free 
Russia. There is no question now to 
talk about tactics . In the name of the 
S«ond International I give the following 
declaration and repeat the conditions 
already put forward by Vandervelde. 

(I) No formation of nuclei. 
(l) A commission of inquiry of the 

three Internationals to examine the 
Georgian and similar quc.;tions. 

(3) The release of all politira l pri;;oner5, 
judicial proceas against the ac•:u<e•l 
Social Revolutionaries under the 
control of delegates of the three 
Internationals. 

Vandervelde shall have the rig'lt to h<' 
present at the trial and to lead the 
defence. 

If these conditions will be accepted, or 
sati5factorily settled, then the Conference 
proposal by the Vienna International rnay 
take p~ce. I ask you, once more : Arc 
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we cernrades in eommea aetien? ff aot, 
let us go further on our different ways." 

Serrati was the next speaker. He stated ; 
"We did not come here to judge each 

other. :Mistakt's have been committed by 
each side. The mistakes of the Communi•t 
International were errors in their endeavour 
k> help the proletarian re,·olution: but 
the mistake:; of the Second International 
were errors committed in aiding the bour
geoisie . Our political actions must be 
decided from a viewpoint of historiclll 
necessity. If we would have been in t.Ae 
place of the Russian Communists, per· 
haps we would have acted in the same 
way. l<.ussia is now threatened by a grave 
danger, that of a •· paci fie " infiltration 
by capitalism. Our duty is to defend the 
Russian revolution, even if it would be 
against the very Bolsheviks. The moment 
will come when Russian Communist~>, 
.\1enslteviks and Social Rcvolutionarie~ 
will be compelled to defend the Russian 
revolution shoulder by shoulder. There
fore, there is no rer.wn to _put conditions 
which could only aggravate still more the 
situation." 

Otto Baner then spoke . He declared 
that the chief question is to unite the 
forces of the three Ioternationab. It is 
necessary to have definite condition' for 
these collaborations, but these conditions 
must be difierent from those put forward 
by the Second International. It is true, 
the Ilolsheviks have violated the freedom 
of Georgia, and the Vienna International 
protests against this al'lion, but the parties 
of the Second International have also 
violated the right of self-determination of 
several nation;;, also on the question of 
political prisoners the Second Interna
tional has committed just as grave acts 
as the Bolsheviks. He opposed the con
ditions of the Second International. 

Radek tl.en replied to MacDonald, 
Serrati and Bauer. 

Radek dedared th~tt he would answer 
Ma~Donald first in a general wl!y, an'l 
then deal with the conditions put forwanl 
by the Second International. MacDonald 
has presented the pro::iramme of Lloyd 
George. He spoke of the freedom of 
small nations, but what is the attitude of 
his party with rc~arcl to Ireland, Egypt 
and India? Great Britain is a!ways for 
the freedom of small nations as far as 
they are not yet under her domination. 
Speaking of the Border States, Georgia, 
etc., you support British imperialism, 
which tri es to secure lhtoum, the door 
of im·a,ion tow:uds the Russ ian i'\aptha. 
Why did not the Second International 



dem'l'd the indepe11dence of G~orgia 
during the rule of the Tsar? 

Ra<kk quoted secret documents of the 
Menshevik Government of Georgia, found 
in Tifiis by the Red Army, and re
proached the Georgian i\lenshe,·iks with 
having collaborated first with German 
imperialism and then with British impe
rialism. :'\ obody amongst you denies tilat 
Ru>sia is a revolutionary State whom to 
support is in the intere>t of the world 
prolctanat. 

\Ve sav to ~lacDonald: "You are an 
unconsci~us instrument of British impe
rialism." The attitude of the Vienna 
International, who crittcises in e<1ual 
measurt' both the Second anrl the Third 
International,;, may be e~plained by the 
intt'rmediate po>ition of this organisation. 

Our attitude in favour of the united 
front is not a mana:u\'rc. \YI,atever you 
may reproach us with you cannot reproach 
us with fear of the fight. The actual 
misery compels us to 'Qarticipate in tht' 
rommon fight. 

I repeat, that we do not accept the 
c-onditions which you put hefore us, but 
we are prepared to make an agrrcmcnt 
with you in order to arrive at a minimum 
of accord. As ior the que>tion of tr;Hle 
union nuclei, we have never intended to 
split the Trade Unions. The Theses of 
the Second Congress 'howe<! that certain 
Left Wing elements left the Comin
tern bl"cause it is against the splitting of 
trade unions-hut as long- as we cxi•t we 
shall never renounce the fight against 
reformism . 

Vou wish to examin~ the question of 
(;eorgia and of the other Border States. 
\\"e, too, should like to examine the qu,,s. 
tions of Ireland, EJ,!ypt anrl India. \\'c 
are also prepared to submit to t!te com
mi"ion the do~uments on Georgia, which 
we shall publish in the near future. 

Vuu have not made sufTJciently con
.-rete your <JUestion with re[(ar<i to po!itic:tl 
prisoners; we understand that Vanrlen·rldc 
would like to go to Moscow to defend 
the pri~oncrs before the revoluttonarv 
tribunal. We shall do everything to make 
this possible for him. though he is, so to 
say, an accomplice of the a,·ru ,c I. hut 
in no case is Soviet Russia incli.llcrl to 
place herself under the protectorate or 
control of the Second International. 

\Ve know that a deep g<llf separaks 
us yet, but the common fight will accom
plish the united front without at1y con
ditions. 
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FOURTH DAY. 
Adier read a common declaration of 

the three Intcruatio:lals. The following 
is the text:-

The Conference is of opinion that 
however desirable the unifica tion of the 
organi,ation oi the proletariat is, at this 
moment, tLere cannot be a ny question of 
the need for common deliberat ions for 
culllmon actions with concrete aims. 

The Conference proposes to form a 
committee of organisat ion composed of 
n ine members, wi10se task it will be to 
prepare a further Conference of the three 
Exe<:u t ives on a broader scale, which 
should also admit Parties not belonging 
to any of the three organisations. 

The Conference urg£"s as useful that a 
committee oi organisation he formed 
which should make an attempt to intra
dun• a parley between the R.I.L.U. and 
Amstenbm lnternat ior~al ami to e.<a:nine 
the que,tion o' the maintaining and re
construct ion of t:.e Single lnclu;tr ial Front 
on a natio:lal and international scale. 

The Conference records that th'! trial 
ui the 47 Russian Social Revolutionaries 
will he open, and th'l.t the Soviet Pre.ss 
has declared already, before this Confer
en•·e, that the live:; of the accused are 
not in danger. The re presentatives of the 
t l<r<'e Executives m:ty assist at the trial 
as audience. 

The Cnn ference records that each of the 
three E xecutives has decla red they are 
prepared to examine the documents which 
oha!l he placed hefore them by the parties 
regarding the Ce" rgian question. The 
Committee of Organisat ion "·ill rorrect 
the re'ltlts of this examination and put 
th('m hefore the future Conference of the 
tL ree Executives. 

The Conference rt•cords that the repre
sentative; of the SecoC~d International 
have declared it impos; ible to organise a 
(;cneral Conference in ,\pril. i.e., Juring 
the Gt·noa Confcrcn,·e. The c_;cneral Con
fcrrnc·e, unahle to mret during this month, 
have der ided t<J e:rprcs.s the united will of 
the rorl'Ciou; prolctari:1t immediately by 
international mas.s action. 

The Conference calls upon the orga
nist·d workers to organise m >l-" demon
strations on the 20111 of April or the 
1st of May-

For-The eigl•t hours day. 

Arain.</-t:ncmployment, g re 1t ly in. 
creased bv the policy of the repa
rations of the Capitalist powers. 
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For-The united action of the prole
tariat against the capl.tallst offaa. 
sive. 

For-The Russian revolution. 
For-The starving Russians. 

For-The re-establishment of the eron
omic and political relations of all 
countries with Soviet Russia. 

For-Th" reconstruction of the united 
proletarian front in e'·ery country 
ami in the International. 

The>c dcdarations have been signed by 
li::d Radck, utkin, Frossard (Third 
Jr,:ernario·:al); Adler. Bracke. Crispicn 
(Twa and a Half Internat;onal): Van
r!en·elrle. :MacDonald, \Vels (Second 
International) . 

:\ f ter the a cceptance of the rommon 
tkda rations in tl;c plenary se<.sion, each 
f'f the three dele:::ations read sper·ial 
declacations expre;;sing the particular view 
of ib Executive. 

T:,,• f'ommunist dcle.~a1ion derlares that 
;t h 1 ; decider! to >i"n the common d<"cla
r .• rion, hut not without grave hesitation. 
T~,c<e hesitatic>ns have bc~n caus,•rl fir.<t 
o i all hy the refu,al of the Second Inter
national to admit as a slogan for the 

Now Ready! 
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planned mani f<.';tations, the cancellation 
of the Versille; Treaty. 

Although the resist a nee of the SeeoA<I 
International had made thr prOJect of thP. 
International Labour C<>nfneace agaia<t 
Genoa impossible, the Cornnuanis' 41ele
gation has ~green he.-auc;e it will not put 
the slightest olosta.-Ie in the 1uy of the 
United Front. 

It has al<o rl'grets that in <l i"'ll o<jqn ~t 
this Conference the a lHt'nce of th•• <(11'"1· 

tion of the as>a<.<inat ioll of Lichk·u~·ht 

and Luxemhuq::: tl ,e J•a,·t of the So,·;a 1i<t 
Par ties in tl1c pcr.-.c · ut ~Llll ag,1in-;;t 4'.)111· 

munist< in Latvia. l'<> h n• l. Yll·;o Sl.av;" 
an.J Jlun:::ary: the :tlt :tudc of t h·· llriti -h 
Labour Partv with re:_::. rrl to I r•+llld, h11t 
it. reserves tl;e ri.~~ht tn ck ru:HHf :!u~. form:\· 
tion of a comml:-..;ifll l oi inqniry up111\ 
these question,;. 

The Communist nel c·· ~t ie n h." ,,,. i•l··•l 
to sign the romrnon d tYla ration wi ih the 
firm ~onvictiOil that th t· p ri_'" ·.;ur~ of 1'Vc :·t~ 
w ill ohli~c tl:e prole• a c i~ n ntas· ~'' •o fi·,ht 
and will cnrnpcl t l«'Jll to fru<'•' th ., f{,,. 
fo rmist ]ead<'r..; t n ch:t rJ · ~ r· th,~ir pn!ir·y, or 
otherwise they will lw :ah.llldon••d hy th<! 
proletariat. 
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The Red Calendar 
Mar. 10. Martial Law proclaimed on the Rand; heavy fighting. 

ro. Gandhi arrested. 
ro-13. CooferenQ!! of Italian Syndicalist Union. 
I I. Engineers' lock-out commences. 
I4. End of Rand strike. 
14. Strike in all Italian ports. 
I4. 70,000 glass workers locked out in Czecho-Slovakia . 
I4-20. Congress of Communist Party in Spain. 
18. Gandhi sentenced to six years' imprisonment. 
IS-19. Policy Conference of Communist Party in Britain. 
20-24. Congress of Communist Party in Italy. 
21. Grileirog, German Communist, arrested in Berlin. 
24. 47 engineering unions in Britain reject ov~.·rtimc 

agreement. 
24-:.Z7. Communist Party Congress in Austria. 
26. Marty and Badina, Black Sea mutineers, elected for 

second time, in Paris elections. 
27-Ap. 2 Congress of Communist Party in Russia. 
29. Shipyard workers locked out in Britain. 
29-30. Conference at Riga of Russia, Latvia, Esthonia. and

Poland. 
30. End of strike in Italian ports. 

Apr. 1. 

2-5. 
4· 

Strike of 6oo,ooo miners begins in America. 
Executives of the three Internationals meet at B,·rlin. 
Locked-out workers in textile industries in Czecho--

Slovakia occupy a number of factories. 
6. 

IO. 

Soviet delegates arrive at Genoa. 
Genoa Conference begins. 

A Second Edition 

Prn PicttP'rs of R:t.uia. lly John S. Clarke. Cloth rover. 327 p;>. Tllu'
trated. 4s. 6d. net. National \Yorker.;;' Conunlttee, 31. North Fredcrid--: ~trl.'c:t.. 
Glasgow. SINCE this book was re,·iewed in 

our <"elumn.• a new edition ha.< had 
to br printer!. The new edition is 
just '" w~ll printed as was the 

first one. It is ea.w to understancl why 
Chrke'~ book has haci such a larg-e nne! 
readv sale--it is written in a style that 
" g-ets there." It tel to; the story o( Russian 
life, past anrl present, and holds the atten-

tion of the reader from beginning to cn<l. 
For the worker who wants to know whv 
the Bolsheviks cnme into power, whr tla•y 
are ahle to hold power, this i~ ju>t the 
irlcal book. It is neither burdened with 
stodcy matter nor weig-he<l down with 
ditfwult theoretical ab.itractions. It is 
vivid, and it is tlw quali1v that h~• m:~de 
it so popu Jar. 


